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Dr. WjI1iams: 
With this letter, you will find the completed design report for my Honors Thesis Project.
 
As I have mentioned, the design was undertaken by myselfand two other senior engineering  
students, under the supervision ofan advisor.
 
To give you a little background about the nature of bridge design, it was preformed with the
 
intention of entering the bridge in the 1996 AlSC (American Institute of Steel Construction) Steel
 
Bridge Competition. The regional and national competitions are sponsored annually by AlSC,
 
giving civil engineering students an opportunity to apply their text book knowledge with the design
 
and construction ofa 1: 10 scale steel bridge. The rules ofthe competition are quite extensive and
 
meant to replicate the challenges ofan actual bridge project. I have included a copy of the 1995
 
rules in the back pocket ofthe design notebook.
 
The Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Chapter ofThe American Society ofCivil
 
Engineers (ASCE) has participated in the bridge competition for three years running, becoming
 
more competitive with each passing year. This past year the chapter's bridge won in the categOI)'
 
of lightest bridge at the Regional competition held at Kansas State University. We have
 
incorporated lessons leamed from the past bridge designs and believe that this cmrently completed
 
design has the necessary compromise between weight, stiffness, and speed ofassembly, to enable
 
it to win in the overall categOI)' at next years competition.
 
I must mention that this report is a summmy ofthe design procedure which will be followed by the
 
team ofASCE members who will fabricate the bridge in the Fall of 1995. For this reason, it does
 
not include the large bulk of calculations and other work which resulted in the final design.
 
As a final note, I wish to thank you and everyone else who has contributed their time and energy  
into making the Honors Program at SIUC such success. It has truly enriched my experiences at
 
SIUC. In particular, I cannot say enough about the lecture series. The speakers which you have
 
scheduled have been a constant source ofnew ideas and inspiration to me and I know many others.
 





• Saluki Engineering Company 1200 South lllinois Avenue Carbondale, IL 62901 

















Dear Mrs. Purcell: 
1bis letter is to inform you that the eleven week study and design of the AISC Steel Bridge has been 
completed as contracted. Saluki Engineering Company hereby submits the AISC Steel Bridge design 
specification report to Egyptian Associates at 12:00 pm on April 26, 1995. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Steel Bridge has been completed in accordance with the request for proposal 
received on January 31, 1995 from Egyptian Associates. Included in the report is a detailed 
drawing of each member and each connection, a fabrication sequence, an assembly sequence, a 
final analysis of the design, a cost summary, and a critical path schedule and PERT chart. 
• 
The bridge for the 1996 AISC National Steel Bridge Competition has been designed for 
stiffness, lightness, construction speed, aesthetics, efficiency, and economy. Its height and basic 
structural design encompass the stiffness aspect. The economy and lightness are due to the type 
of steel members used. Hinged members allow for the efficiency and speed in construction. 
Aesthetics were incorporated into the design and painting of the bridge. 
The bridge will cost $494.22 in steel, if nothing is donated, and $835.34 in labor, if no 
time is volunteered. It will take 37 hours to fabricate for a 4 person crew, weigh approximately 
125 Ibs., and be able to be assembled in about 3 minutes. Volunteer time from members of 








CAPITAL COST SUMMARY 
Materials: Vendors: 
TVH = True Value Hardware 
Structural Steel Tubing: M-C =McMaster - Carr Supply Company 
Type Length Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
1/2" x 1/2" x 0.049 3' 3 $2.95 TVH 
5/8" x 5/8" x 0.049 6' 8 $6.90 TVH 
1" x I" x 0.049 6' 8 $10.69 TVH 
11/4" x I 114" x 0.049 6' 8 $12.59 TVH 
1 1/4" x I 1/4" x 0.083 6' I $13.79 TVH 
11/2" x 1112" xO.109 3' I $12.18 M-C 
'Round UNe, class 2 Threaded Steel Rods: • Type Length Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
1/4" 3' 8 $0.96 TVH 
1/4" 6' 4 $1.92 TVH 
3/8" 6' 2 $1.20 TVH 
Hook and Eye Steel Turnbuckles (UNC, class 2 threads): 
Bolt Diameter Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
1/4" 8 $4.92 M-C 
3/8" 2 $6.87 M-C 
Dent Ring Pins: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
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CAPITAL COST SUMMARY (continued) 
• 
Elevator Bolts: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
1/4" x 2" 20 $0.32 TVH 
Eye Bolts: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
3/8" x I 1/4" 9 $1.11 M-C 
Angle: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
l"xl"xI/8"x5' $22.03 M-C 
Acetone: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
genenc 2 $2.29/pint TVH 
Primer: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
X-O Rust 2 $3.28/pint TVH 
Paint: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
Spray Enamel 4 $1.09/l2oz TVH 
Hinges: 
• 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
I" loose pin 8 $2.55/2 TVH 
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CAPITAL SUMMARY COST (continued) 
Lubricant: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
WD-40 2 $1.49/6oz TVH 
TOTAL MATERIALS COST =$494.22 
Labor and equipment:
 




• $12.95Ihour * 6 hours + $20/day * I day = $97.70 Cleaning: 
$5.45Ihour * 1.5 hours = $8.18 
Drilling: 
$12.95Ihour * 6 hours + $20/day * I day = $97.70 
Welding: 
$37.88Ihour * 14.5 hours = $549.26 
Painting: 
brush: 
6 hours * $8.45Ihr = $50.70 
spray: 
4 hours * $7.95Ihr =$31.80 
• TOTAL LABOR AND EQUIPMENT COSTS = $835.34 TOTAL COST = $1,329.56 
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY CODE:; 
•  
Activity Duration 
Code Name (brs) 
A 
Description 
QnL,r the sleel llli!mbers and oort.e 14­
!.Deale Dick-up lruck to pick up the sleel 2 
C 
B 
Secure permission and ill to use the workshoD 2 
D Secure a welder for laler in the fabrication 3 
E Pick UP the sleel 3 
F Measure and cut the sleel to s~ified sizes 24 
G File the rough edges and wipe sleel with cloth for safety 
and for a clean fit ~ 
Tack weld the connections, ~ the connections are too 22 
awlrn'lllll. to fit the drill press. 
H 
..[ 22Drill the holes. AliJm the connections while 
IJ File the etLoes of the holes for a I!OOd. bolt Dr Din fit 2 
K 36Rt~!llace the lack welds with a strol1.U oermanent weld 
Assemble the bridire to check for any needed adjustments 8L 
4,M Clean the entire bridire with acetone 
16 ! 
0 
N Coot the bri.dHe with Drimer 
Paint the bridge while it is together to a'iUid any unwanled 16 
thickness on members need.ini to ftt into sleeves 
P S'tellCil the school name on the bottom chord members 8 
Q Practice assemblv several times to optimize the process 20 
R Assemble the bridge at the 1995 AlOC Sleel 8 
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mIll 16 15 B 1B3 1B3 ::,':0'>', 
15 14 8 175 175 >0> 
15 11 20 151 175 24 
,:,<, 0:::': "..14 13 16 167 167 
13 12 16 151 151 «0' 
12 11 4 135 135 >::0' ,', 
11 10 8 131 131 ::: 0<: I 
10 9 36 123 123 ::0' 
10 8 2 89 123 34 
9 8 0 87 87 ><0>' 
8 7 22 87 87 ::::'''0::::::: • 
7 6 22 65 65 :::0.'::'" 
6 5 2 43 43 1::0:-'" 
6 1 3 3 43 40 
: .0.<" 





5 4 24 41 41 
4 3 3 17 17 
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INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this project was to design a bridge according to the standards for durability, 
constructability, usability, strength and serviceability. This design has been carried out in 
accordance with the rules provided by the American Institute of Steel Construction. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The members and connections of the bridge have been designed for strength and ease in 
• assembly according to the AISC guidelines. The fabrication and materials have been studies to ensure the most economical process. 
•  
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All of the needed equipment is available in the SIUC workshop located on the ground floor of 
Engineering Building D. The equipment in the workshop is as follows: 
I) Delta Milwaukee drill press 
Model # MD 6XIIO CW (113 hpj 
2) Emerson 7" horizontal metal cutting band saw 
Model # 1O-1720T 
3) Enco vertical band saw 
Model # 165-1551 
4) Tri-star 6" electric bench grinder 
5) Arc welder 
6) Power hand drill
 




Note: John Hester is in charge of the workshop and permission must be obtained from him before 
any work begins. Also, identification cards must be obtained for those students who will be 
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'These are the exact member lengtbs. When ordenDg when culling tbe sleeL some exlm length should 
be added. Il is easy lo cul off exlra bul nearly impa;sible lo lengthen a member which is loa short 
A-IS (B) 
, 
I Structural Steel Tubing 1/2" x I /2" x 0.049" 2 36.0 Fy =36 ksi ! 
(Members 25, 26) 
Fy =36 ksi IStructural. Steel Tubing 1/2" x 1/2" x 0.049" 2 lolA 
(Members 35, 36) 
Struclural. Sleel Tubing 5/8" x 5/8" x 0.049" 8 64.9 Fy =36 ksi 1 
(Members 27-34) 
S'lruelural. Steel 'I\Jbing 1" x I" x 0.049" 4 65.8 Fy =36 ksi 
(Members 7, 8, 19,20) 
Struclural. Steel Tubing 1" x 1" x 0.049" 4 59.5 Fy =36 ksi 
(Members 9, 10,21,22) 
Struclural Steel Tubing 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.049" 4 60.0 Fy =36 ksi 
(Members 1, 4, 13, Hi) 
Slruclural. Steel Tubing 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.049" 4 54.0 Fy =36 ksi I(Members 2, 3. 14. 15) 
Struclural Steel Tubing I 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.083" 1 72.0 Fy =36 ksi 
II(Connections) 
Slruelural Steel Tubing I 1 1/2" x I 1/2" x 0.109" 1 24.0 Fy =36 ksi II(Connections) " 
RDlmd Threaded Steel Rods ~ 
I 1/4" diam 4 36.0 Fy =36 k;;i It 
(Members 5. 6. 17. 18J I I 
Fy =36 ksi :1Round Threaded Steel Rods 1/4" diJlln 4 82.4 
(Members 11, 12. 23, 24) I 
Round Threaded Steel Rods 3/8" diJlln 2 60.0 Fy =36 ksi 
, 
(Members 37, 38) I 
Steel Turnbuckles 1/4" threadiIlll 4 ------- 325 lb f'I'l 
Steel Turnbuckles 1 14" lhreadi.n2 4 ------- 225 lb tIl !,_. 
1000 Ib iTl'lSteel Turnbuckles 3/8" thre~ 2 -------
AMle 1" x 1" x 1/8" 1 60.0 ----------- , 
Denl Ring Pins l1.4" x I 3/4" 40 ------- ----------- I
-_.. 
E1ev.1lor Bolls i14" ~2" . f-- 'II 20 ------- ---------- i 
I EVf~ Bolls 3/8" x Ll.iol" 9 ------- 14-00 1k....J 
Loose bi.n2es 1" 8 ------- ___________ I 
Containers of Acelone 1 pinl 2 " ------- ----------- II 
x-o RlISl Ptimer 1 pinl ') ------- itl±[g----- ----------- .1 Svmv Painl (EnameL) 12 ounces ----------- il 
I WD-40 Lubricanl 6 ounces 2 -------
I . 
----------- I 
• • •  
Gl~ 
Ol 
_<9l, ' _. ~ ~-.---.----@ (iJL""'" ~'~ l@ '~ // ..,~</F,~, //~K
"'--, ~'~~/ . ~ -'-....",...//
,Ii] ~81 @, "/"'''''''' ./., /,/"-'-...._, /, @ /.'L!Il -. _/@ "", ./F~ "" //~
--::---_.-- ._- -- ... ----------_._---- --- ..- -- ----------'-'. ------._---_::-:.._­
.' (j) @ @-' @ @~.:: . ._____ I __._.._~ __ ."" _~.'-L~~ 
@ 1!:9 @G) 51 (@) \Ii] ® \B 
CD 
C 
..'[]l/,,/'1",:~- -\@ <:Ii ---
--,----®Ii2 -- '5 '~ 
__ ~~ ----1­
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Team 116 SEC Reference #DES,06.S9S 
Client: .A Reference #: 
E2Votian Associates BRJDGE06.S95 
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Drawn by: Rachel Davis ~cale: 1"-2' 
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BASIS OF DESIGN 
The following documents and standards have served as the basis for the Saluki Engineering 
Company eleven week design study of the AISC steel bridge: 
Documents: 
1. Request for Proposal January 31, 1995 
from Egyptian Associates 
A. Project Definition January 31, 1995 
B. Additional Requirements January 31, 1995 
• 
II. Saluki Engineering Proposal February 13, 1995 
ill. Transmittal Letter February 13, 1995 
IV. Saluki Engineering Progress Report March 21, 1995 
Standards: 
1. Saluki Engineering Company Standards January 17, 1995 
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INTRODUCTION 
The design of the steel members of the bridge is a process of compromise. In competition, the 
major categories in determining which bridge wins overall, are the weight of the bridge, the 
deflection of the bridge, and the speed of construction of the bridge. While the speed of 
construction is mostly a result of the connection design, the weight of the bridge and the 
deflection of the bridge are very much dependent upon the member design. 
The compromise lies in the sizing of the members. Of course the deflection of the bridge could be 
minimized by the use of over-sized, over-designed members, however, the bridge will suffer in the 
•	 category of weight. At the other extreme, very small members could used in order to minimize 
the weight of the bridge, however, the bridge will suffer in the category of deflection and may 
possibly even fail. An efficient design of the members must be pursued so that the bridge will 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
The rrernbers of the bridge are to be a combination of square tubing and threaded rods. In all there 
will be four different cross-sections of square tubing used and two different diameters of threaded 
rods. 
BOTTOM CHORD MEMBERS 
The bottom chord members will be I 1/4 inch square tubing with a wall thickness of 0.049 inches. 
These members are detailed in drawings 101 and 102 of this section. 
• In the design of the bottom chord, which is subjected to a combination of bending and tensile forces, both I-beams and square tubing were investigated. I-beams, although very strong in bending, lack resistance to torsion due to their open faces. In addition, it was discovered that the acquisition of 1­
beams small enough for the bridge would be very difficult and most likely prohibitively expensive. 
The investigation of square tubing yielded more promising results. Square tubing has considerable 
strength in bending, although less than I-beams for the same area. However, square tubing has the 
advantage of significant torsional strength due to the closed faces of the cross-section. And, perhaps 
more important, square tubing is readily avai1able in sizes all the way down to 1/2 inch square, which 
would allow the freedom to design for the most efficient rrernbers possible. For these reasons, square 
tubing was selected for the bottom chord members. 
TOP CHORD MEMBERS 
The top chord members will be I inch square tubing with a wall thickness of 0.049 inches. 
• 
These members are detailed in drawings 103 and 104 of this section. 
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TOP CHORD MEMBERS CONT... 
In the design of the top chord, which will be subjected to compressive forces, square tubing was 
selected from the beginning. The selection was motivated by the efficiency of square tubing when 
subjected to compression. The only more efficient member type under compression is circular tubing, 
but circular tubing complicated the connections of the bridge. The efficiency of square tubing is a 
result of the nearly equal radius of gyration in all directions which provides for a nearly equal 
resistance to buckling in all directions. The member is only as strong as its weakest axis and so 
members which are unsymmetrical contain wasted material in their strong axis. 
The aim in designing the cross-section was to have the mass as far away from the axial center of the 
•	 tube as possible. This is because the radius of gyration and hence buckling resistance for a given 
cross-sectional area increases as the moment of inertia of the cross-section increases. So, whereas 
3/4 inch square tubing could have been selected to resist the compressive load, the members would 
have been much thicker and therefore much heavier than the I inch square members which were 
selected. 
LATERAL BRACING MEMBERS 
The diagonal lateral bracing members will be 5/8 inch square tubing with a wall thickness of 0.049 
inches. The remaining lateral bracing will be 1/2 inch square tubing. 
The forces in the lateral bracings are relatively small, with no member being subjected to an axial 
force of even 200 lbs. However, the force in any given lateral bracing may be either tension or 
compression depending upon which side the 100 lb lateral test load. The compression state will 
dominate and so all of the members were designed for the compression loading and hence, square 
•	 tubing was employed for the sarre reasons outlined in the "Top Chord Members" explanation above. 
*See Section D for drawings and additional specifications on lateral bracing. 
B-4 
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WEB MEMBERS 
The web members will be 1/4 inch diameter threaded rods and 3/8 inch diameter threaded rods. 
In order to significantly reduce the overall weight of the bridge, a truss pattern in which all of the web 
members are in tension was carefully chosen. Since tensile forces tend to straighten the member, 
buckling is not a concern and thus the members can be made very small and light. 
• 
To carry the tensile force in the web members we had the option ofusing cables or rods. The concern 
with cables was excessive stretching, and since deflection is a major concern in the competitiveness 
of the bridge, we ruled out the use of cables. Instead, we sacrificed some lightness in the bridge in 
order to gain considerable stiffness with the use of rods. Threaded rods were called for so that 
turnbuckles could be incorporated at one of the connections of each rod. This will ensure the tight 
fit of the rods and the rigidity of the bridge as a whole. 
*See Section D for drawings and additional specifications on web members. 
FINAL ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE FOR FORCES AND DEFLECTIONS 
The final analysis of the bridge for the forces and deflections was performed by computer. 
Dr. Aslam Kassimali's structural analysis computer program was used in order to detennine the 
forces in each member of the bridge when the bridge was either subjected to the 2500 Ib vertical 
loading test or the 100 Ib lateral loading test. The bridge was analyzed as a truss, which includes 
the assumptions that all of the loading occurs at the joints and that the axial centroid of the 
members meet at a single point at the joints. In order to accommodate the assumption of loading 
• only at the joints, the distributed loading of 2500 Ib along with an assumed bridge weight of 150 
B-5
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FORCES AND DEFLECTIONS CONT.•.
 
Ib was applied as a downward 662.5 Ib loading at each of joints 3 and II, and a downward 331.3
 
Ib loading at each of joints 2, 4, 10, and 12. As for the 100 Ib lateral loading test, no modeling
 
was needed since it is actually applied as a point load at the joint during competition.
 
• 
There were difficulties in using the structural analysis computer program in order to analyze for 
the deflections in the bridge as a result of these two loading tests. These difficulties lay in the fact 
that our bridge contains members of 6 different cross-sections and the program would only 
accept four different cross-sections. As a result the method of virtual work was employed along 
with the assistance of a spreadsheet. This method revealed a vertical deflection of 0.109 in at the 
center of the bridge due to the 2500 Ib vertical load test, and a lateral deflection of 0.019 in at the 
center of the bridge due to the 100 Ib lateral load test. These are very promising results and bodes 
well for the competitiveness of the bridge. 
*See the appendices of this report for the detailed results of the computer analysis and the 
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struclural Sleel Tubing 
(Member.> 7, 8, 19,20) 
1" xl" x 0.049" 4 65.8 Fy - 36 kEi I 
struclural Sleel Tubing 
~Member.> 9, 10, 21, 221 
1" x 1" x 0.049" 4 59.5 Fy = 36 ksi 
I 
• Slruclural Sleel Tubing 
(Member.> 1, 4, 13, 16) 
1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.049" 4 60.0 Fy - 36 kEi 
Slruclural Sleel Tubing 
(Member.> 2, 3, 14, 15\ 
1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.049" 4 54.0 Fy = 36 kEi 
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COSTING SUMMARY 
Materials: Vendors: 
TVH = True Value Hardware 
Structural Steel Tubing: M-C = McMaster - Carr Supply Company 
Type Length Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
I" x I" x 0.049" 6' 8 $10.69 TVH
 




'Since all sections are interdependent this is covered in the Team Section only.
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SQUARE TUBING 
(DRAWING #205) 
CONNECTIONS SEE DETAIL------, 
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CONNECTIONS SEE DETAIL J 
(DRAWING #206) 
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Ih·v Bah' Ih Purnost.' 
SALlIKI ENCINEEHINC COMPANY 
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INTRODUCTION 
• 
This section contains the design of the bridge member connections as well as the 
assembly process of the final bridge for the AISC Bridge-Building Competition. The design of 
the connections is important in order to limit the deflection of the assembled bridge and to make 
the assembly time a minimum. The compression connections will be steel tube sleeves to hold 
the member in place. The tension connections will be connected with hooks and eyes. Other 
connections, such as those with little load, torsional loads, or alternating loads will be pinned or 
welded. 
The assembly process is important in the design of the entire bridge. AISC rules limit the 
size and weight of the members, the time of assembly, and the number of preassembled 
members. The recommended assembly process will use four team members to assemble the 
bridge in approximately three minutes. It will also give a logical order the assembly to keep 
organization and to maximize the use of time by each team member. 
• C-2 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Connections: 
Joints 1,5,9, 13 
• 
These connections consist of a 7-in. section of 1-114" x 1-114" x 0.083" square tubing 
welded to the top of the end bottom chord member at the angle of the uppe.r chord 
member. The inside face of the sleeve will be removed to allow the member to slide in 
easily. There will be a 3-in. section of I" x I" x 118" angle welded to the inside of the end 
bottom chord member. The end lateral member will be pinned to the angle so that it will 
be able to fold into the angle. This member will be connected to the angle at one joint 
and pinned during assembly to the angle at the opposite joint. There will also be a hole 
for the crossed lateral member to be attached with an elevator bolt. (See Drawing #202 
for locations and Drawing #204 for details.) 
Joints 2, 4, 10: 12 
These connections consist of two bottom chord members hinged at the bottom of the 
members with a I-in. hinge. A 6-in. section of I" x I" x 118" angle will be welded to the 
inside of the bottom chord member. There will be two holes to pin the members in place 
to the angle when unfolded. There will also be two holes for the crossed lateral members 
to be connected. A hook, taken from the turnbuckle, will be welded to the bottom chord 
member to attach the rings to the rods. (See Drawing #202 for locations and Drawing 
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Joints 3, II 
These connections consist of an 8-in. section of 1-112" x 1-112" x 0.109" square tubing 
welded to one of the center boltom chord members. There will be a 6-in. section of I" x 
I" x 1/8". angle welded to the inside of the tubing. There will be holes for pinning the 
boltom chord members in place inside the sleeve and for the crossed lateral members to 
be connected. There will also be a hook, taken from the turnbuckle, to connect the rings 
welded to the rods. (See Drawing #202 for locations and Drawing #206 for details.) 
Joints 6,8, 14, 15 
• These connections will consist of two sleeves of 1-1/4" x 1-1/4" x 0.083" square tubing welded at the angle of the top chord members. The boltom of the sleeves will be open in order to place onto the upper chord members. The sleeves will be welded to the upper 
lateral member. The two upper chord members will be hinged to allow folding before the 
competition. There will be two holes for pins in each sleeve and a hook, taken from the 
turnbuckle, welded to the inside of the sleeves. (See Drawing #202 for locations and 
Drawing #207 for Details.) 
Joint 7 
This connection will consist of four 1-1/4" x 1-1/4" x 0.083" square tubing sleeves 
welded together at the angles of the top chord members. A hook, taken from the 
turnbuckle, will be welded underneath. There will be two holes in each sleeve to hold the 
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Due to the length of members II, 12, 23, and 24, two rings must be welded to the rods at 
the mid-section to create a hinge, which will keep the length of the member under the specified 
66 inches. 
The assembly process has been designed for a four-person team. This seemed to work the 
best in the last four competitions. The bridge should be able to be a~sembled in about three 
minutes, which would result in a winning construction speed score in the last four competitions. 
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ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
Preassembled Members*: Assembly Letter: 
1,2,25 A 
. 13, 14 B 
3,4,26 C 
15, 16 D 
7,9 E 
8,10 F 














Connection Sleeve (Joint #7) T 
• *Refer to Drawing #202 for location of 
members and joints 
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ASSEMBLY PROCESS (Continued) 
Staging Yard (Short Side): 
Team Members: TM I, TM2 
Assembly Members: 
A, B, E, G, I, K, L, 0, P, Q, T 
TIMED ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE: 
TMI and TM2 unfold A, B, K, connect and 
carry to abutments 
• TMI connects B, D at joint #11 TM2 carries E, G, I, T to abutments 
TMI and TM2 unfold E, G, connect E, G, I, 
T, and slip into sleeves at joints #9, #10 
(do not pin bottom chord) 
TM I carries 0, then Q, then L to abutments 
TM2 carries P, connects P, ° 
TM I and TM2 connect Q, L 
TM I and TM2 connect rods to bottom chord 
(slip E, G out of bottom sleeve to hook 
bottom connections, then replace and pin) 
Staging Yard (Long Side):
 




C, D, F, H, J, M, N, R, S  




TM3 connects A, C at joint #3
 
TM4 carries F, H, J to abutments
 
TM3 and TM4 unfold F, H, connect F, H, J
 
assembly to T, slip into sleeves at joints #5,
 
# 13 (do not pin to bottom chord)
 
TM3 carries R, then M
 




TM3 and TM4 connect rods to bottom chord
 
(slip F, H out of bottom sleeve to hook
 
bottom connections, then replace and pin)
 
• TMI and TM2 make any needed TM3 and TM4 make any needed 
adjustments and return to staging yard adjustments, then return to staging yard 
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. CONNECTION MATERIAlS UST 





Fy - 36 kst 'I., n 
II 




Slruclural Steel Tubing 
(Conneclions) 
1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.083" 1 72.0 
Slructural Steel Tubing 
(Connections) 
1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 0.109" 
. 
1 24.0 
.4n.r!le 1" x 1" x 1/8" 1 60.0 
Denl Rim! Pins 1/4" x 1 3/4" 40 ------
Elevator Bolls 114" x 2" 20 ------ --------1 
Eve Bolls 3/8" x 1 1/4" 9 ------- 1400 lb 
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COSTING SUMMARY 
Materials: 
Structural Steel Tubing: 
Type Length 
Vendors: 
TVH = True Value Hardware 
M-C = McMaster Carr Supply Company 
Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
I 1/4" x I 1/4" x 0.083 









Dent Ring Pin: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
• 
1/4" x I 3/4" 
Elevator Bolts: 
Type 











Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
3/8" x I 1/4" 9 $1.11 M-C 
Angle: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
I"x I"x 1/8"x5' $22.03 M-C 
Hinges: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
I" loose pin 8 $2.55/2 TVH 
Labor and Equipment: 
• *Since all sections are interdependent this is covered in the Team Section only. Total Materials Cost = $154.59 
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INTRODUCTION 
• 
The fabrication process is an important step in the design of the steel bridge. Each step of 
the process has many important decisions which need to be made at the time of fabrication. 
These decisions will effect the actual duration of fabrication and the quality of the bridge. The 
decisions will range from which connections to tack before drilling to what is best fit for the 
connections. Welding, cutting the steel, and drilling the holes require more time than the other 
steps in the process and are the most important. 
The vendors will effect the fabrication process. Availability of the materials at the time 
of fabrication and when the materials are received could cause changes in the process. Funding 
will also have an effect on the process duration. 
Sizing and drawings of lateral members and web members are also included in this 
section. The lateral members are designed to take the 100 lb lateral test and help with the 
stability in the other tests. The web members are in tension when taking the load for the vertical 
load tests. All members are taken into account in the fabrication process. 
•  
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Fabrication Process: 
The fabrication process consists of II steps taking approximately 37 hours. Time is to be 
volunteered by the members of the Southern Illinois University American Society of Civil 
Engineers to accomplish these steps. The estimate is for a 4 member crew. The crew number 
can be increased on some steps such as painting the bridge and cleaning the bridge, but other 
steps would be more trouble with more people involved. The times are subject to change as 
directed by the Chairman of the Bridge Committee, ASCE, SlUe. 
Steps: 
•  
I. Cut the steel into the specified sizes and file the rough edges.(6 hours)
 
2. Clean the steel with shop cloths.(O.5 hours) 
3. Tack weld the connections that are to be welded, unless the connections are too 
awkward to fit the drill press.(5.5 hours) 
4. Drill the holes. Align the connections while drilling.	 File any drilled holes which may 
have rough edges.(6 hours) 
5. Weld a strong weld in place of the tack weld.(9 hours) 
6. Clean the members as welded together with acetone.( I hour) 
7. Assemble the bridge a few times to see how everything fits together.(2 hours) 
8.	 Coat the bridge with primer.(4 hours) 
9. Paint the bridge while it is together to avoid any extra unwanted thickness in member 
connections.(4 hours) 
10. Stencil the school name on the bottom chord members after the primary paint is on .. 
•	 
(2 hours) 
11. Practice the assembly process.(as directed by the Bridge Committee Chairman) 
1)-3 




TECHNICAL DISCUSSION (continued) 
Funding: 
• 
There is more than one way to receive funding for the bridge. The first is through the 
Civil Engineering Department. Procedure is to talk to the chairman, Dr. Sami, to see if funding 
is available. The next procedure is to politely ask from vendors and private parties for donations 
in return for displaying their company name at the competition. Some professors and some 
involved people have privately donated to help fund the bridge in past years. Vendors have also 
donated materials in past years. The last way to fund the bridge is through the Undergraduate 
Student Government. This procedure must be done during the school year (appendix B). Any of 
these methods are acceptable, and if they do not work ASCE will fund the bridge with its own 
finances. 
Design of Lateral Members: 
The lateral members were designed to withstand a 100 Ib load for the lateral test, a 500 lb 
load plus the weight of the bridge for the first vertical test, and a 2500 Ib load plus the weight of 
the bridge for the final test. A factor of safety was also used when analyzing the member 
reactions. The members were designed to be tubular steel due to the compression forces which 
they can develop along with the tensile forces. Members 25 and 26 are 36" long and are 1/2'.' 
square tubular steel with a thickness of 0.049" (Drawing 305). Members 35 and 36 are 14.4" 
long. Although they carry virtually no load, they have the same thickness as members 25 and 26 
for symmetry purposes, and are used for stability (Drawing 304). Members 27 through 34 are 
approximately 64.9" long, with angles on each end to fit the connections. These members are 
·0.625" square tubing and are all hinged in the middle with a 0.25" bolt (Drawing 306). Each 
lateral member is to be cut and drilled according to the fabrication process (Section D) and 
connected as specified in the connection specification (Section C). 
• * for additional discussion on lateral bracing see Section B. 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION (continued) 
Design of Web Members: 
• 
The web members were designed to help with stability during the 100 lb lateral load test, 
withstand a 500 Ib load plus the weight of the bridge for the first vertical test, and withstand a 
2500 Ib load plus the weight of the bridge for the final test. During the analysis the deflection of 
the members and the bridge was kept to a minimum. A factor of safety was also used when 
analyzing the member reactions. The members were designed to be threaded steel rods with 
turnbuckles. Rods were found to be lighter than tubing, but only strong in tension. Since the 
web members only experience tensile forces we determined to use rods. The turnbuckles are 
present so the rods can be put into place then tightened for a good fit. Members 37 and 38 are 
60" long and have a diameter of 0.375" (Drawing 301). Members 5, 6, 17, 18 are 36" long and 
have a diameter of 0.25" (Drawing 302). Members II, 12, 23, 24 are 82.7" long with a hinge in 
the middle and have a diameter of 0.25" (Drawing 303). Each rod has a turn buckle included in 
its length which will be used to make the length exact. The rods will be hinged together as 
specified in the connection specification (Section C). 
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1m1mER MATERIALS UST  
• 
I llNF.AR DESIRED 
ITEM I DIMENSIONS Q'IY INCfilll* srnrnGTH I 
S'lructural Steel Tubing 1/2" x 1/2" x 0.049" 2 36.0 Fy =36 ksi (Mem~r:J 25, 26) 
Slructural Steel Tubing 1/2" x 1/2" x 0.049" 2 14.4 Fy =36 ksi II(Mem~r:J 35, 36) 
Structural Steel Tubing I 5/8" x 5/8" x 0.049" 8 64.9 Fy =36 ksi I! 
(Mem~r:J 27-34\ I 
Round Threaded Steel ROOs 1/4" diam 4 36.0 Fy =36 ksi 
I(Mem~r:J 5, 6, 17, 18) 
Round Threaded Steel ROOs 1/4" diam 4 82.4 Fy =36 ksi I(Mf!m~rs 11, 12, 23, 24) 
Round Threaded Steel ROOs 3/8" diam 2 60.0 Fy =36 ksi 
(MeOl~r:J 37, 38) I, ,ISteel Turnbuckles , 1/4" tbreadiM 4 325 Ib '1')-.J ------ !, 
, Steel Turnbuckles ! 1/4" tbreadinJ1 4 ------- 225 Ib T II 
Steel Turnbuckles ! . 3/8" tbreadiM 2 ------- 1000 Ib 1'1 Ii, 
'These are the exact mem~r lengths. When onlenng when cultwg the steel some extra length should 
~ added [t is easy to cut oCf extra but nearly iOl~ible to lengthen a mem~r which is too sborl. 
• 
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All of the needed equipment is available in the SIDC workshop located on the ground floor of 
Engineering Building D. The equipment in the workshop is as follows: 
1) Delta Milwaukee drill press 
Model # MD 6XlIO CW (1/3 hp) 
2) Emerson 7" horizontal metal cutting band saw 
Model # 1O-1720T 
3) Enco vertical band saw 
Model # 165-1551 
4) Tri-star 6" electric bench grinder 
5) Arc welder 
6) Power hand drill
 




Note: John Hester is in charge of the workshop and permission must be obtained from him before 
any work begins. Also, identification cards must be obtained for those students who will be 
working on the bridge in the workshop during the weekends . 
•  
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• Saluki Engineering Company April 26, 1995 
Final Report for Egyptian Associates Revision 0 
Project No: BRIDGE06.S95 
SEC No: DES06.S95 
COSTING SUMMARY 
Materials: Vendors: 
TVH =True Value Hardware 
Structural Steel Tubing: M-C =McMaster - Carr Supply Company 
Type Length Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
112" x 112" x 0.049 3' 3 $2.95 TVH 
5/8" x 5/8" x 0.049 6' 8 $6.90 TVH 
Round UNC, class 2 Threaded Steel Rods: 
• Type Length Quantity Cost/each Vendor 114" 3' 8 $0.96 TVH 
114" 6' 4 $1.92 TVH 
3/8" 6' 2 $1.20 TVH 
Hook and Eye Steel Turnbuckles (UNC, class 2 threads): 
Bolt Diameter Quantity Cost/each Vendor
 
1/4" 8 $4.92 M-C
 




Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor
 
generic 2 $2.29/pint TVH  
Primer: 
• Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor x-o Rust 2 $3.28/pint TVH 
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• Saluki Engineering Company April 26, 1995 
Final Report for Egyptian Associates Revision 0 
Project No: BRIDGE06.S95 
SEC No: DES06.S95 
COSTING SUMMARY (continued) 
Paint: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
Spray Enamel 4 $I.09/12oz TVH 
• 
Lubricant: 
Type Quantity Cost/each Vendor 
WD-40 2 $1.49/6oz TVH 
Labor and Equipment: 
* Since all sections are interdependent this is covered in the Team Section only. 





CONNECTION SEE DETAIL 










t lj~l'1' SO Corrections 
R.v .p"1. Bv Purpo,• 
SAf..lIKI ENGINEERING COMPANY 
r.""jIlG SEC Refer."•• IIllES.06.S9S 
:1I.nl: EA H.r...."c. II: 
r':~vpll;1II Associ"..·, IIIU llC EH6.S9S 
Till,': Hinged Rods 37,38 
Drawn II,,: c;~r>h "Ohlo r l';,."Ir:l: 10 
Datr: Ihawlnp. Numhrr: IH~'" 
4-15-95 301 
ffO. 375" 
SECTION A-A  
SCALE • 5  
• • •  
CONNECTION SEE DETAIL 
CONNECTION SEE DETAIL~W'NG5 1205,207) (DRAWINGS #205,207) "7 













 4-19 so Corrections 






SALlIKl ENGINEERING COMPANY 
treamlUi SlcC Rderellce IIDES.06.s9S 




Hinged Rods 5. b •.lI • HITill,·: 
n,."wn b,": ~aran r.. unler ~cal.: 1:5 
Datt': Ur:H"tu2Numb('r:4-8 -95 30 IR~'" 
• • •  
" HINGE 
CONNECTION SEE DETAIL '\. CONt~ECTION SEE DETAIL 
(DRAWING #205.208) '\. (DRAWNG #205,208) ~ 
==~--= L;:A~u 82.7" - --I 
I 
- ­
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EA Rderence II: 
IlRII)GI\06.~95 
Till,·: Hinged Rods 11,12,23,24 
Orawn by: Sarah E. Ohler ~calr: 1: 10 
Dale: 
4-8-95 
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Rtv Dale By Purpo.t 
SALliKI ENGINEERING COMPANY 
ITcall1/l(, SEC Refe...,nce IIDES.06.s95 
~lItnt: EA Reference II: 
F.~II.n A«ocl.l", 8RIOGE06.S95 
Tifle: Lateral Bracing 35.36 
Or.wnby: Sarah E. Ohler !Seal.,l::> 
Ilatf_8_95 IDI'a'~gf Numbt..: , R~v. 




I I'; . ~ '~>JN~jECTION SEE D, [LI! ([,PAWING #204-) " CONI·IECTIOI-.J SEE uDAlL (DRAWI~IG #204) 
--;1 l
.~ 
--~--------------- - / I 
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2 4-8 SO Corrections 
Corrections 
Purno.e 
1 4-4!, SO 
Rev Date Bv 
SALliKI ENGINEERING COMPANY 
r.alllll6 SEC Referenco IIDES.06.S95 
,:lIenl: 
E"vntl:m Assoclal,·, 
EA Rorer.nce II: 
BRIIlCE06.S9S 
Till.: La teral Bracing 25,26 
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SALLIKI ENGINEERING COMPANY 











Till<: Lateral Bracing 27,28,29,30,

31,32,33,34 
lScale: 1: 10-DraWII bv: Sarah E. Ohler 
Drawing Number: lR~V.Dal~:_4_95 306 
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~Computer Software * 
* for * * STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS * 
* by * * Aslam Kassimali * 
*********************** 
~====================== 
General Structural Data 
=================~===== 
Project Title: THE TRUSS 
Structure Type : ~·pace Truss 
Number of Joints: 15 
Number of Members : 38 
Number of Mater ial Property Sets (E): 1 






_Toint No. x Coordinate Y Coordinate Z Coorcinate 
1 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO 
2 +5.4000E+01 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO 
3 +1.0800E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO 
4 +1.6200E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO 
c +2.1600E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO-' 
6 +5.4000E+01 +3.6000E+01 + 1. •08,~")E +01 
7 +1.0800E+02 +6.0000E+01 +1.8000E+01 
8 +1.6200E+02 +3.6000E+01 +1.0800'::+01 
9 +O.OOOOE+OO +O.OOOOE+OO +3.E.OO(;E+01 
10 +5.4000E+01 +O.OOOOE+OO +J.6000'::+01 
: 1 +1.0800:::+02 +0.0000:::+00 +3.6COCE+Ol 
12 +1.6200E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO +3.6000'::+01 
13 +2.1600E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO +3.60:)(>E+Ol 
14 +5.4000E+01 +3.E.000E+01 +2.52':>OE+01 





Joint No. X Restraint Y Restraint Z Restrain: 
1 Yes Yes Yes 










------ --------- ----- -------- ---------------






























































































































































Joint:. No. X Force Y Force Z Force 
2 +O.OOOOE+OO -:) .:312::·E+02 t-v.OOOOE+00 
3 +o.e'OOOE+OO -6.6250E+02 +O.COOOE+OO 
4 +O.OOOOE+OO -.3.3125E+02 +0. OOOOE ;-OC' 
10 +O.OOOOE+OO -3.3125E+02 +O.OOOOE+OC 
11 +O.OOOOE+OO -6.6250E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO 
12 +O.OOOOE+OO -3.3125E+02 +O.OOOOE+OO 
=================== 
Member Axial Forces 
=================== 
Note: Positive values are compressive forces 
•	 





















21 + 1. 0955E:+03-,,"> 







29 1-1 . 8394E +02 
30 -4.7847E+OO 








Joint No. X Force Z Fo, c" 





Member Axial Forces 
=================== 
Positive values are compressive forces 






































25 +0 . OOOOE +0('
26 +2.4666:::+0: 
27 +:3 .:3447E+O~ 
28 +1.2479E+02 
29 +3.3447E+Ol 










•	 =========::::= J oi nt Loads 
=========== 
Joint No. X Fc~-ce Y Force Z F07""ce 
3 -1 .OOOOE+OO +O.OC,)CE+OO 
Membei Axial Forces 
=================== 
Note: Positive values are compressive forces 
















1 f.... +1 . 92"32E -Ot. 
17 -2.6616E-07 
18 +4.1317E-07 

























• =========== Join!-_ Loads =========== 
Joint No. X Force Y Force Z Force 
.. "", ..... ",,,.-... 1"\ I"\A/"\I"\~./"\/"\+0.0000[1-00 TV. vvvvc T ~.)v '3
 ..... .. -~ T..i.. • VVV'Jc.'- ~ 
=================== 
Member Axial Forces 
=================== 
Note: Positive values are compressive forces 















































































Determination of Bridge Deflection by the VLrtual Work ~felbod 
2500 lb Vl!rtical test Iood 
• Length. L Area, A Force, F (in) (in"'2) fib)Member 1 60.0 0.2354 998 
54.02 0.2354 1040 
3 54.0 0.2354 1047 
GO.o4 n90-----:0.235~j= 
,iI 5 36.0 0.0276 231 
.. ,
36.06 0.0276 231 ! 
7 G5.8 0.18G4 -1211 
65.8 -1211 !8 0.1864 
!9 55.1 0.1864 -1096 
55.1 0.1864 -109610 
11 65.3 0.0884 152I 
12 I 65.3 0.0884 152 
0.235413 60.0 998 
1040 !14 54.0 0.2354 
104715 54.0 0.2354 
16 60.0 0.2354 990 
17 36.0 0.0276 231 
0.0276 23118 36.0 
-1211 
• 
19 65.8 0.1864 
-121165.8 0.1116420 
-109621 55.1 0.1864 
-1096 I55.1 0.186422 
0.0884 1522 I23 65.3 
0.0884 152224 65.3 
0.088425 36.0 0 
0.0884 196 I26 36.0 
, 0.112964.9 -5 I27 
-174- i0.112928 64.9 
-184 I29 64.9 0.1129 
0.112930 64.9 5 I 
31 64.9 0.1129 -5 
3:> 649 0.1129 -174 
~-4,.033 0.11:20 -to-4, i 
34 64.9 0.1129 5 I 
0.0884I 35 14.4 0 
14,4 0.0884 0 I36 
i0.0491 G9262.637 













---16212o.4 l --_.---, 
132476.6 i 




-9.14E-Ol 390724.2 ,I 





-8.85E-06 -2.3 I 





-1.I7E-06 0.5 , 
1.48E-06 -0.6 
-1.I7E-06 0.4 










1.1 fiE-DB -0.1 
-2.70E-Ol 2B558.3 






-3.60E-08 -0.0 ,I 
----- 314824~.!J -!I 
• Deflection =(3, 1411, 249.9)/(29.0ED6) =0.109 
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Determination of Bridge Deflection by the Virtual Work MetbOO 




Length. L Area. A Force, F Vtrtual Foree F~FL/A). 
Member (in) (in"2) (to) Fv (Ib) (lb"2/in) I 
1 60.0 0.2354 166 1.66E+00 7023B.2 I 
2 54.0 0.2354 104 , 1.04£';-00 __ 24811.6 ' 
3 54.0 0.2354 46 4.62E-Ol f-:4875.1''- 'jl 
4 60.0 0.2354 -16 -1.56£-01 636.2 it 
5 36.0 I 0.0276 -7 -7.09£-02 647.3 II 
6 36.0 0.0276 7 7.09£-02 647.3 l 
7 65.8 I 0.1864 37 3.72£-01 4858.8 
8 65.8 0.1864 -37 -3.72£-01 4858.8 
9 55.1 0.1864 34 3.37E-01 3387.0 
10 55.1 0.1864 -34 -3.37£-01 3387.0 
11 65.3 0.0884 9 9.36£-02 B22.3 
I 
12 65.3 0.0884 -9 -9.36E-02 622.3 
13 60.0 0.2354 -242 -2.42£+00 149271.0 
14 54.0 0.2354 -28 -2.78E-Ol 1785.6 
15 54.0 0.2354 28 2.78E-Ol 1785.6 
16 60.0 0.2354 -58 -5.84E-Ol 8633.5 
17 36.0 0.0276 7 7.09E-02 647.3 
18 36.0 0.0276 -7 -7.09E-02 647.3 
19 65.8 0.1864 -37 -3.72E-ot 4858.8 
20 65.8 0.1864 37 3.72E-Ol 4858.8 
21 55.1 0.1864 -34 -3.37£-01 3387.0 
'>" 55.1 0.1864 34 3.37E-Ol 3387.0"'~ 
23 65.3 I 0.0884 -9 -9.36E-02 622.3 
24 65.3 0.0884 9 9.36£-02 622.3 
25 36.0 0.0884 0 O.OOE+OO 0.0 
, 
26 36.0 0.0884 -25 -2.47£-01 2514.7 
27 64.9 0.1129 -33 -3.34E-Ol 6335.9 
28 64.9 0.1129 -125 -1.25E"-OO 89819.5 
29 64.9 0.1129 -33 -3.34E-Ol 6335.9 
30 64.9 0.1129 55 5.55E-Ol 17547.1 I 
31 64.9 0.1129 125 1.25E+00 89819.5 :1 
32 64.9 0.1129 33 3.34E-Ot 6335.9 II 
33 64.9 0.1129 -55 -G.55E-Ot 175-1.7.1 
34 64.9 0.1129 33 3.34£-01 6335.~ 
35 14,4 0.0884 0 4.0IE-Of 0.0 I 
36 14,4 0.0884 0 2.00£-07 0.0 II 
37 62.6 0.0491 0 -2.1 6£-07 0.0 11 " 
38 62.7 0.0491 
__~--L~~~:~07 j 0,0 , Total ----- ----- 5426BlI.1 ':1 
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• True Value Hardware Vendor Backup 
All three group members went to True Value Hardware in the Murdale Shopping Center 
and wrote down prices for the materials needed. These items listed below are the prices current 
and materials available as of April 23, 1995. 
Structural Steel Tubing: 
Type Length Cost/each 
1/2" x 1/2" x 0.049 3' $2.95
 
5/8" x 5/8" x 0.049 6' $6.90
 
I" x 1" x 0.049 6' $10.69
 
11/4" x I 1/4" x 0.049 6' $12.59
 
I 1/4" x I 1/4" x 0.083 6' $13.79
 
Round UNC, class 2 Threaded Steel Rods: 
• 




















































P.D BOX 4355 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 606BO 
NET PRICES 
Serving industry since 1 901 
TELEPHONES _ 
Sales Desk 312/833-0300 
TWX All Other Departments 312/834-9600_ 
TELEX 910-254-1911 _ 
2-53632CABLE _ 
MACARCO 
PLANT LOCATION _ 
Elmhurst. Illinois. U.S.A. 
MAIL ADDRESS _ 
P.O. Box 4355  
















........... 89981(31 ... 
. .. 8998K32 . 
.. 8998K33 ..... 
. 8998K34. 
. 8998K35 . 
.. 8998K36 .. 
. B998K37 . 
. .8998K38 .. 
. B998K39 .. 
....8998K41. , 
. 899B~42 .. 
Carbon Steel Flats-l018 
A cotd d,awn G,ade 1011 widely li1llfi!Ri 
used for economical cold forming r. ~ ... 
and welded fabrication. Can be cale .~,~,:.:. 
hardened. Furnl,hed In 10' 10 12' i f-,~andom lengthl onl,: Also aVlilabie .:,:.iJ"';;.•~)~",.;;. ::-,.-::;;. 
en cut lengths ... preces on reQuest. ~,~ o<'Y" """ll;~" .-/.,,:Sizo SilO ­ •. '" ./,.... .,)oV..:" - .. ., 
In. No. NET EACH In. No. NET EACH 
SHEET StZE: 40"" ~ 96". 
Nom,nal I hICk",~~S 
tnche~ 
020'010' 020 050 
030/010'030 . 070,. 
Q4Q1010'040 090 . 
0501010'050 1'0. 
.060-',01()106O ... '30 .. 
080',1]101,080 ~ '70. 
.0201010'040 " 070 ... 
0201,01010£0 "'090. 
.02Ot,010:080 ... \10 .. 
040.1010/060 ,. .110 ..... , 
04Oi.Ol(»OBO : 130 .. _. 
Fealurlll a laminaled I8ndwich·lype con,lrucllon.lnner male"al 
is a speCially compounded viscoelasllc material 10f optimal structur· 
al and acoustlc·l1ampenlng prope"les. OU'er taye.s consist or low 
CartlOJl COla'fOlled electrnga!vanized steel
Nole: Othe. lyp.~S 01 s'eels. aluminum. and lamlnales 01 dissimilar 
me'als are av'lIlilllte Speclly 8998K999. sheet ana composite thIck· 
ness aes"ed. pfices on Requell.
Male"lll Ciln l)f! shea.ed. bent. stamped. and welae<:! using sIan· 
aard P'OduChon methodS (or mlnOf mOdlttCatlOnsl Damps ellicient· 
ty tllfouqholll " lempe'i11ufp' fange ot 40 10 l~O'F Will withsland 
paint over h~lI1fJe.atl"p.~ 01 up to 300'F 
Composite Steel Sheets 
Fully damped compo,lle metlf I, r~-"-::":":"""'ll""nlll 
used lor both slruclurat Ind ,cou'II~lt 
IppticaUon,. 
Widely used as iI st'llclural elemenl In _ ~ eQutpment(;On~t'llC'lon Freelromfeso· ~tt~\i': __ ~.~~t!1 
nance ilnd r.o,nr.lnence pheonomena _ :i".... O'-...... :;.:.~~~'A'tf' 
Insulalp.s agaln~t ,moorne sound. Uselut til.·,•."·i· .1S..·I!.~_"";";l';!i!f.\ 
as a nOise ha'''.~. a~ welt as a v'lJrat,on-lree stfuclural element"~ 
..' ' ...
•.••. ,~ ......... ,.,.t, 
' 
..-Wi'h Perforations-. 
No. NET EACH 





a.o.xwall No. NET EACH 
't. "x ,065 .. 9027K22 .. $33.50 
¥t"x.125 .. 9027K23. 54.81 
tOo x.065 .. 9027K24 .. 36.57 
1" x.125 .. 9027K25 .. 57.20 
1V."x.065 .. 9027K26. 46.02 
1 V."x,095 .. 9027K27 .. 59,45 
IYz"'x.250 .. 9027K2B .. 139.20 
1W'x.312 .. 9027K29 .. 167.60 
2" x.125 .. 9027K31 .. 90.40 
2" x.375 .. 9027K32 .. 260.20 
O.O.xWall No. NET EACH 
¥4 "x.028 .. 9027Kl1 .. $28.17 
lfI4"X.02B .. 9027K12. 28,04 
:y."x.035 .. 9027K13 .. 22.07 
:y."x.065 .. 9027K14. 32.46 
'h"x.035 .. 9027K15 .. 23,75 
Yz"x.065 .. 9027K16. 29.16 
V. x.065 .. 9027K17 .. 29.10 
Y, x.125 .. 9027K18. 53.83 
-r."x.065 .. 9027Kt9., 35,03 
:Y."x.125 .. 9027K21. 51.00 
Galvanized Seamless Roll Valley 
Drawn-Over Mandrel (D.O.M.1 
Carbon Steel Tubing 
Unllo,m wall Ihickness tubIng of-, -
:ers line linish. s'raightness and Q
close tolerances. Made from 1020 . 
steel (up 10 .125 walll and 1026 . 
sleel {walls over .1251, Meets ,. ' ~. ~STM A513. Type 5 and OO-T.s30. ';>. ,;, :., .::t 
Furnl,hed In rendom 17' 10 24' ~::"~ :,.;··,~~t.;·~..:,,:_....~.i1 
l,ng1h. only. 
Steel Shapes & Tubing 
Telescopic Square Steel Tubing 
Each 11.1. 1.lncop.. Imoothl, In· 
10 Ih. n.d la,g.r Ille 10' (he enll,e 
I.nglh 01 the tubing. Idelll lor slllnds, 
IBCks, SUppOfl!! and related struc· 
;ural uses. Corne' welded sQuare 
tubing 01 tough 12 gauge steel In 
.,,;11 uncoated finish. Available with 
or without perlorations, Perforations 
are f .." diame'er. Supplied in 20· 
11. to 24-11. random lenJ;lths. 
5110 ,.-Withoul Perl orations...... 
In. No. NET EACH 
l\-l~'Y:z BB83K1,.·· .. S8117 
(Ihl~ B883K12. 91'41 
l ~2 8883K13 101'64 
1¥H2V. . 8883K1". 112:03 
NET
No. EACH 
· .8923KJs .. ',72.00 
· . 8923K38. 71.4t 
· . B923K39. 80.41 
· . B923K..1. n.as 
· .8923K42. 107.28 
· .8923K43. 120.82 
· .8923K44 .. 125.23 
· .B923K45 .. 138.(8 
· .8923K46 .. 163.08 




· . 8909K58 .. "05.01 
...... 8909K59. 119.38 
...... 8909K61.. 136.3'....·• 
· 8909K62.. 148.48'" 
· . 8909K63 .. 189.15 .. 
· . 8909K64.. 188.48 
·8909K65.. 209.15 
· .. 8909K68.. 234.82 
· . 8909K67 .. 211.38 
.8909K68 .. 288.15 
· 8909K69.. 350.77 
· .8909K71 .. 400.00 
· 8909K72.. 442,31 
· .8909K73 .. 531•• 





2 lilY!2 ,. 
2 x4V! 




















· .. 120.62 
· .. 136.31 
... 156.31 
· .. 176.46 
... 194.46 
· .. 209.85 
· .. 259.23 
41. 1..9 .92 . .62 
75.85 
'rid finishing. 
'Iable: channell, teel, angles gear bl 
ld sIzes. Castings can tie sup'pU.d snkarough 
89301(999 and lend. rough dimen j















· 8909K75.. 681.00 
89.38	 and Flashing 'l\6Xt 9109K11 ... $14.67 V.xl 9109K15 $52.68
 
'\\4x2 9109K12. 28.18 ¥tx2 9109K1B 53.17
Used for alllype, of gene'al ,he.1 Vut 9109K13. 18.79 Vu2 9109K17 66.91
metal work. Standard roll is 50 leet Yu2 9109K14. 36.45 Vu3 ll09K18 99.96long, .0135" thick. Supplied In rull . .Bars	 roll only.
 
Roll WIdth NET PER
 " 
Inches No. ROLL . - :;  
EACH '0. '0. No. EACH
 
NET 0.0.1.0. NET ,	 I;9
......9118K22 .... $40.60	 Hot Rolled Carbon Steel Rounds 
.$114.92 ,	 12 ........ 9118K23. 61.20 . ..:,S ... 3 .8929K26. . $195.00	 Low carbon hot rolled ,teel best,	 
.. 9118K2" 127.5093.92 7 .....Yol. · 8929K27. 148.77 suited lor .general production and.. 129.42 ,, ... 3 · .8929K31. 257.10 '" 24 ......... 9118K25 151.50 repair. Easily ·welded, machined or 98.55 .. 5 · . 8929K32 . 118.83 lormed. Not recommended 10' lor!}­
".. 137.90 jng or heat treetlna. Furnl,h.d In ~Q;;?) 
107.42 ,tandlrd 20 (oot length, onl,.1..	 Zinc Plated Oia., tn. No. NET EACH 
.... 9010Kl1 $ 4.16 
" 
.... 9010K12. . . . 8.90 
V.Steel Rounds 
Cold drawn 1010 ,'eel. Flats and
 
angles also available. Prices UPOA
~ular Plates .... 9010K13 15.56 
reQuest. Supplied In Itandard 36"" ................ B010K15 33.49
~ '" 1	 ... 1010K17 59.54NET 19th. ThIck. NET lenglhl only.EACH In. In. No. EACH Dia. NET PER Ola. NET PER 
· .$123.25 12 ..• 2V2 .. 8925K37 $135.50 
'0. No. BAR '0. No. BAR180.00 14 2V2 .. 8925K38. 153.13 V. .9120Kl1. . $0.88 Y. .9120K14 .. .$2.10111.00 18 2V2 .. 8925K39. 198.87	 Hot Rolled Carbon Steel Angles 
.9120K12. 1.18 .... 9120K15. 2.54123.25 2 217 .. 8925K41. 251.75 
160.00	 
••
... 9120K13. 1.58 '" ....... 9120K16 . 3.88 One of the handle,t ,hap., lor
 
207.08	 " "~ .. 9120K17 . 5." gene'a' plant malnlenance and ra·
 pllr wo,k. Easily cut, welded or mao
 
chined. Ideal fo, special benches,
 
shelving, bracing or structural work.
Hot Rolled Carbon Steel Channels Supplied In lull 20 loot length, only.:es 
Ea.ny welded and machined hot Size. Size,NET Olio. NET 





2 _2 9017K27 37.92'.' 9017K16 
lJ16 INCH THICK 1'1""2 9017K41 
1'7.1', 90t7K19 $40.14 2.2 9017K29
,1•• ,1. 9017K23 "7.35 2'1,2 9017K33. 
2 ., '. 9017K24 51.71 2'1'2', 9017K35.$54.91 
1V• ... Y2 .. 9015K18 .. S27.87 
lVJ .. Y:z .• 9015K19. l4.73 
2 .. V2 . .9015K24. 71.B' 
3/1B INCH THICK 
2 .. 1 .9015K2B. 
1/8 INCH THICK 
~ .. ~ .. 9015K14.. $23,35 
1 ... ~ .. 9015K16. 35.36 
1 .. Y:z .. 9015K17. 41.82 
10 '" B926K52 .. 124.31 
12 .B926K54 .. 111.81 
.180.60 14 8926K55. 227.41 
9B.03 16 ...•...8926K56 .. 275.48 
132.16 18, 8926K57 .. 342.98 





fimSh. Lag ~ 
thread wilh . 






'A. . 2 
Y. .4. 
¥16 .. 2'1•. 
¥16 .4'/. 
'ria 2'11. 
¥Ii .. ' 4 1h . 
Y2. .3'{.. 
Y2. .6. 
VI ." 4 ... 
lfL .. 4 Y2 
VII ... 5 .. 
1" .. 6" 
Drop 10 
sleel. galya' 
linish. UNC Cl 









21(2· .. J,i~ 
3- '/~ 
4" lf~ 
4" • : ,.;. 
~- '. - . 'I'~ 
NICKel Pl 




I" . 01I',,' . 0,; 
1'/~". 0,1 
• Sale I(); 
St1dn~ ,,, 
Ola L91h 
1/~ , V. 








Re~ular ExIra Lon~ 
Shank Eye Work Load Shank Thread NET Shank Thread N 
Oia. LO. limit Lbs. Lgth. Lgth. No. EACH Lgth. Lglh. No. EA
V.·. 112·. 500 7 ... 1112· 3016T14 51.ea 4· .... 7 ... 3011ST34 52 
¥lll· ~.. 800 2V.· . 1l/2· 3018T15 1.90 4V.· . 2111• . 3016T35 
~•. 14· .. 1200 2112· .1112· 301&116 2.10 4V.·. 7 .. 3018ll6 2. 
112-.1· ... 2100., .. 3V.·.1V2· 3016T17 2.706· .... 3" 3018T37 3. 
~ •. 1V.· .. 3400" . 4· " . 2" ... 301811& 4.96 6·. .3- J018ll6 5 
If.·.1lh· .. 5000. ,,4'h·.2Y2· 3016T19 6...08- .... 3· 301Sll9 6. 
V.·.1J,4· .. 7000 .... 5· 21h· 3018121 9.54 8·, .. 4·, .3018141 13. 
1· ... 2" ... ,9000., .. 6· 3-. J016T22 16.00 9" .... 4· .. 3018H2 17. 
t(5\- Drop Forged SIeel ~ ~' Screw Eyeballs HoI galyanized linish. Cone point w,th t.19 screo PI I thread. See safely recommendations regarding wo 
• n ing lOad limIts. 
Shank, In. Thread Eye WOlk Load PlaIn ShOUlder N 
Oia. Loth. Loth,. In. 1.0., In. lim1t. Lbs. No. No. EAC 
V•.... 2 11/2.. 1f2. 500 " .. 3021114 3020T14 .. $I. 
Vlll 21/•...... 1~. ~.. aoo 3021T15 3020T15. 1. 
¥e 2V2 11/.. ¥.... 12oo J021116 3020T16 1. 
'h. . 3V 2'11 . .. 1.. . .2200 3021T17 3020117 2. 
¥Ii 4b. . . . .2112, PI•...... 3500 3021Tl& 3020T18. 4. 
¥._ 41f2 3 1VZ 5200., 3021T1I 3020T19. 8. 
McMASTER-CAR 
Drop Forged SIeel Eyeballs wilh Nuls 
PLAIN PATTERN 
Hot galyanized tinish. United National Coarse (UNC, Class 2 threads. See safety recommendations on page 343 
Shank Thread NET Shank Thread NEl Shank Thread 
Loth., In. Loth., In. No. EACH Loth"tn. Loth., tn. No. EACH Loth,. In. Loth"In. No. 
SHANK DIA.1I4"-EYE 1.0. 112" SHANK OIA. 1fT-EYE to. 1· SHANK DIA. iI"·-EYE 1.0. 1·1/r 
500 l.B. WORKING l.OAD liMn 2200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 5200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 
2. . 1112 .. , .. 301611.... 51.114 (Continued) (Continued) 
3 lVZ 3011T15. 1.64 10. .3016147 .. 58."2 10. ...4. 
4., .2 3018T16 .. 1.82 12. .4 J016T48. 6.64 12. .4. 
5. " .2112 3016117. 2.48 eWorking load hmil1960 Ibs. 15 .6. 
6 3 3016T18 .. 2.54 SHANK DIA.SlS"-EYEI.D. HI"· 18 .. , 6 3018T68 .. 11.1 
SHANK DIA. Sl16·-EYE 1.0. SIS· 3500 LB. WORKING lOAD LIMIT SHANK OIA. I·-EYE l.D. r J 
800 lB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 4Vz... 2. .3016152 .. 54.34 8800 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 
2'. .. 1112 3016123.. 51.64 6. .3.. 3016T53. 5.04 6 3 3016T84.51 
3V... 11,7 3016T24 .. 2.0I 8. ..4. .3016154. 8.12 g... . .. 4 3016T85 .. 16 
4V•.. .... 2'12 3016T26 .. 2.06 10. . 3016155. 8.26 12.,. . .. 4 3016T81. 
5... .2Vz .. 3011127 .. 2.54 12 4 3016T56 .. 8.30 18 6 3016T88.,2 
6 3 301&1211 .. 2.18 SHANK 01A. 314--EYE 1.0. l·lfT SHANK OIA. 1·1I4-_EYE 1.0. 2·3/16-
SHANK UIA. 31S*-EYE 1.0. 314* 5200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 13.560 LB. WORKING LOAD L1MtT 
1200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 4112 . ..2'12 3016T62 .. $&.40 6 ... 5. . .. 3016T89.$3 
2Y,. .1", 3016132 .. 2.10 6. . .. 3 3016TB3. 6.64 B. .5 3016191.37 
3.. ..1", 3018133. 2.30 8.. .4 3016T64 .. ".80 12. . ..... 4. .3016192 40 
4t. '" 1Vz 3016T34 .. 2.50 
4V. . .2 3016T35.. 2.60 
5.. .2'12 3016136 .. 2.80 
6. . 3 3016131. 2.86 
6 4 3016T38.. 4.12 
tWorklng load lim1l1040 Ibs. 
SHANK DIA.lt2"'-EYE 1.0.1· 
2200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 
2.. .. .. Hi. .3016139.. 52.70 
3V. .1VZ 3016T"2 .. 2.10 
4e 2 3016T43 .. 2.80 
4Vz .. ,2 3018T44. 2.66 
8.. . 3 3016145. 3.60 
8. .4 3016146 .. 5.06 
'I. 1 If. 500 3013T11 $0.92 3014Tll $0.92 3013145 $1.33 3014H5 
Vlll 1 'II ~ 900 3013T12 1.08 3014T12 1.08 3013H8 1.39 3014H8 
¥Ii IV. 1 1400 3013T13 1.11 3014T13 1.11 3013H7 1.62 3Ot4H7 
¥t 2112 I 1400 3013T71 3.18 3014171 3.18 3013Te2 5.16 3014T62 
¥Ii 3 I \400 3013H2 3.18 3014T72 3.18 3013Tll3 5.16 3014T63 
1/111 1¥t Ill» 2000 3013T14 1.28 3014T14 1.28 3013HI U8 3014146 
Y2 1112 1¥1ll 2600 3013T15 1.33 J014T15 1.33 30t3T4t 2.01 3014Ht 
'h 2Y2 1¥1e 2600 3013T73 3.89 3014173 3.89 3013T64 5,82 3014T64 ~"~''---~3C''--H'1ll --2600 3013174 3.89 -io1.i7i' ~ --"301-jT6-S- 's:i2-iil i4T65~ 
iflll 1~ 1ih2 3000 3013T16 1.95 3014T16 1.95 3013T51 2.63 3014T51 ttl 
~ qt. 1¥Ii 4000 3013T17 2.21 J014T17 2.21 3013T52 3.14 3014T52 ~ 
~ 21,7 l¥e 4000 3013175 5.98 3014175 . 5.98 3013T66 8.43 3014T66 LtI 
~ 3 1 ¥Ii "000 3013176 5.98 3014T76 5.98 3013T67 8.43 3014T61 1CI 
¥. 2 1Y2 6000 3013T18 3.06 3014T18 3.06 3013T53 4.11 3014T53 4.tI 
¥. 2112 1Y2 6000 J013T77 7.40 3014T11 7.40 3013T6I 9.87 3014T68 Q 
¥. 3 1Y2 6000 3013178 7.40 3014T78 7.40 3013T8t 9.81 3014T69 til -;;"'---~2~'.'-----;,~'v.oC-----;7~OOO;:;C--~30~13~T~'~'-~'~.22~-~JO·14T194.22 3013T54 5.45 3014154' 
1 2112 11¥1ll 9000 3013T21 5.14 3014T21 5.14 3013T55 1.41 3014T55 
1'/1 2l1'1 2 10600 3013122 12.07 3014122 12.07 3013T58 13.22 3014T56 
1V. 3 2¥1ll 15000 3013123 13.55 3014T23 13.55 3013T57 15.N 3014T51 
1112 31,7 2112 19&00 3013T24 25..... 3014T24 25.44 3013T58 27.48 3014T58 
1¥. 3¥. 2~ 28000 3013125 41.20 3014125 43.50 3013158 50.67 3014T5' 5 
2 4 3V. 38000 3013T26 54.97 3014126 63.20 3013Tlll 67.22 3014Tll1 7 
Shank Eye Wor" Blank Eyebolta Threaded Eyeboll, 
oia. Lgth. 1.0. Load limit PI,ln Shoulde' PI, In Should 
tn. In. In. lbs. No. NET eACH No. NET EACH No. NET EACH NO. NET 
D,o, 'o"cd Eycl»olt, 
Drop Forged SIeel Eyeballs 
Hea' Ifealed alter IOlging tor s\lengll'l and toughness. Other liles and hoi g.I....nind IInl." eyebol" 
Sell-cololed flniah. Threaded eyebolts have tully threaded nail.bl_Prlces on requUI. Spaclly No. 30llY9 
shanka wilh Unilled National Coafse IUNe) Class 2 threads. Plain p,nern and No. 3014T9991of Shoulde, Pilleln. 
5.8 s.fety recommendations regarding load limils on give diameter, 18ngll'l, llnish i"ll·colored or g.t.... n 












Drop Forged Bronze Shoulder 
Pattern Eyeballs wilh Nuls 
Work 
Shank TM. Eye Load NET 
Oia. Lgth. Lgth. 1.0. limit No. EACH 
V.· .. 7. .11h·. 112·. 360lbs.. 3017T1 .... $6.72 
V.· .. 4- ... 2112·. 112·. 360lbs.. 3017T15. 7.54 
v,o·.2 1/.· .1'12·. VI·. 6OOlbs. 3017T16. 7.54 
VllI· 41/.·. 2'h·, ¥e •. 6OOtbs .. 3017T17. 9,22 
\II •.. 2'h· . 1Vz·. 11.· .1000lbs.. 3017T18. 9.48 
~ • .4Vz·. 2'h·. 11." .tOOOtbs. 3017T19 .. 10.76 
'h· .. 31/.· .1112· .1- .. 1920Ibs.. 3017T21 .. 18.12 













8891T4 I .23.25 
889lT43 ... 31.33 
8891T45 .. 34.63 
a891T47 .. 19.15 
See sately r6cammendahons reYii.dmg 
wmk,ng lOad IImll5 
Drop Forged Stainless Steel 
Eyebolts 
Nonmagnehc 18·8 ~la,"leS5 sleellype 
30A. Tl'1leaded eyebolts have Unll,,'!d 
Na.lIonal Coarse IUNC) Class 2 lhreads 
Stub Length Plain Pattern 
Shank Thread Eye WOlkln(j Blank 
In Lgth 1.0 load lUll'l NET 
D,a. 19lh III In. ltJs No. EACH 
"I•. . lI... 'h :1,_ 4(,0 889lT12 $3.92 
~If> 1//16. I/l/j . YH, lbO 889lT 14. 6.30 
lfil. If. ... '/~ lj. IltiO 889lT16. 7.28 
1j]. If•. , .~ IlfM, 21~. . 889lT18 1.56 
~ ... 1. lj. 1'/. 3440 8891T21. 22.26 
:v•... I ..... lfil I V1 ~1~O. 889lT23 .. 29.68 
1 . . . 1 
' 
/'6. , PI,., . , . P¥If>. 9370 aa9lT25 ... 32.98 
1'1•... 2 1lf8 .... 2¥1b 15130 aa9lT27 .69.25 
N 
EA 
I $0,92 3013145 $1.33 3014T45 S1 
:2 1.08 3013146 1.39 3014146 1 
13 1.11 J013T..7 1.62 3014141 1 
't 3.18 3013162 5.16 3014162 So 
12 3.18 3013163 5.16 3014163 S. 
14 1.28 J013T48 1.78 3014T48 1 
15 1.33 3013149 2.01 3014T49 . 
/3 3.89 3013T64 5.82 3014164 
,.. 3.89 3013165 5.82 JOUleS 
16 1.95 3013T51 2.63 3014T51 
11 2.21 3013T52 3.1. 3014152 
15 5.98 3013T66 8.43 3014T66 
:6 5.98 3013T67 8.43 3014T61 
18 3.06 JQ13T53 4.11 3014T53 
77 1.40 3013168 9.87 301H6a 
'~'_'~'~'O~-;3013T69 9.87 30UT 9 
19 4.22 3013T~ 5.45 3014Tf),4 
21 5.74 3013T55 7.4' 3014155 
22 12.07 J013T56 13.22 3014T56 
Thruded EyaboU, 
'ulde' PI,ln Shoulder 
ET EACH No. NET EACH No. NET EA 
•,ebolts 
.illl and hot galvanized flnllh eyeboll, 
-Prleu on reque.t. Specify No. JOl3T9tt 
lern and No. JOUT999 lor Shoulde, Pallern 
TlIl'er, langth, Ilnlln (leU-colored Or galvani 
;118 blink or Ihr••ded. 
a892T12 ... 58.31 
8692T14 .' 10.09 
8892T16. _.16.03 
.. 8892T 18. . 23.00 
3024T16.. .80 
. 3024T18.. 1.14 
. 3024T22.. 1.14 
3024T24 . . 1.96 




. l'fJ2~ . 
.. 1'>/16" . 
1\\1· . 
. . 211/)2" 
.. 2)/4" 
\'~" ~'8·,. ~," 
\<iI- .. 1V8· . 1· . 
l.:'­ . 1'12· 1 'lit> • 
I"' 2'/.· . 1
' 
/1(, •. 
I".· ... 2~· .. Ill." .. 
304 STAINLESS STEEL 
h· . ll18". 2'/l1­
1· . 1 J;:'. VI" . 
1'i." 2'/4· 1Jf}l· 
P/2"" 2)/,· Pi,· 
5" ..... ~•..... 1630 .. 3068T26 . 10.51 ..~ 
NICKELPLATEOWElDEDW,RE NETIlOO \ 
'12· .. 0.177" .. . . .... 8894T10 . $10.00 '. 
'VB' .. 0.177". _ Nol .. 8894T20 .. 11.00 ., 
lI." .0.177". rated .8894T30 .. 11.38 
~I' .. 0.177" by . 8894T40. 14.00 
1· .... 0.177". manu· .. 8894150 ... 15.50 
lYe" .. 0.177' .. taclUfl~r 8894T60. 16.25 
11/.· .. 0.177" .' _. 8894T70 ' .. 16.75 
• Sate load is appro~imalety 50·f" ot yield :Olrenglh. 
\'~el~~·dSI~~i~:.tely recommendations regarding w 
Eye Work Load Plein 
1.0., In. Limit, Lbs. No. 
If.! . 500 .. ,. 3021T14. 
'VI 800 3021T15. 
J{. '" 1200. . 3021T18. 
. '. . 2200. . .. 3021T17 
. 1V. . . 3500 3021T18. 
llh 5200 3021T18 302QT19 .. I. 
eMASTER-CAR 
23 13.55 3013T57 15.98 3014157
 
24 25.44 3013TSI 27.49 3014T58
 
25 43.50 3013T59 50.67 3014T59
 
26 63.20 JOUT61 67.22 3014T61
 
Its with Nuts  
l  




EACH LOlh., In. Loth., In. No.
 
SHANK DIA. 3f4"-EYE 1.0. 1·112"
 
'.'.',5200 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT(Continued) 
10.. J016T65.$12.. 
• 12. 3016T66 .. 12.. 
15 6 3016T67 .. 13. 
114" 18 6 J016T68 .. 18­
m SHANK DlA, 1"-EYE 1.0. 2" 
52 .. 5".34 9100 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 





5.... 8.12 g." ,3016T85.16 
55 .. 8.26 12.. 3016T87 .. 
56 .. 8.30 lB 6 3016TU .. 23.
II,. SHANK DIA. 1-114"-EYE 1.0. 2·311S" 
_IT 13.560 LB. WORKING LOAD LIMIT 
62 $6."0 S 5 , .. J016T89. 
63 .. 6.64 8 5 J016T91. 
64 .. 11.60 12. . J016T92. 
OULDER PATTERN 
Regular Elltra long 
fhread NET Shank Thread 
Lgth. No. EACH Lgth. Lgth. No. EA 
1Yt" 3018T14 51.68 .." .... 2" ... J018T34 
1Yt" 3018T15 1,90 .. V." . 21h" .3018T35 
lYt" J018T18 2.10 4V." . 2" 3018T38 
Ilf.!" 30111T17 2.70 6" 3" 3018T37 
2" ... 3018T18 4.96 6" 3" .. 3018T38 
2lf.!" 3018T19 UO 6" 3" ... 3018T39 
21h" 3018T21 9.54 8" 4" .. 3018T41 13­
3" . 3018T22 16.00 9" 4" ... 3018T42 17, 
Drop Forged Steel  
Screw Eyebolts  
Hot galvanized tinish. Cone poinl witl'1 lag set 
Plain & Shoulder Pattern 
Shoulder Panern 
Blank Threaded w/NutShank Thread Eye Working Plain Palle,n 
10. Lglh. 1.0. load Limil Btank Threaded w/Nul 
Oia. Lgth. In, No. NET EACH No. NET EACH 3032T21 .. $4.99 3032H1 ... 56.21In. lbS No. NET EACH No. NET EACH 
'/•.. 2, P/2. '12. 460. · , 3032T 1,. . $4.99 3032T31 ... 56.21
 
'/.. 4 2'h. 'h. 460 ... · 3032T51 . 6.65
 3032T54. 6.65 3032T61 9.103032T57 . 9.10 3032T22. 7.88 3032T42 10.41 
3032TSB .. 11.73 3032T55. 8.14 3032T62 11.73 
3032T32 ... 10.41¥16 21(•...... Ph. ¥II. 180. · 3032T12 . 7.88 
¥16 4V•..... 2'h. ¥II . 160 · 3032T52 . 8.14
 
¥I 2Y2 1Y2.  3032T23 . 9.01 3032T43 12.25 
1fa 4 1h 2'h. If. . . 1160 · 3032T53. . 10.59 3032T59 . 13.83 
If•..... 1160. · 3032T 13 . 9.01 3032n3. 12.25 3032T56. 10.59 3032T63 13.83 
3032T24 .. 12.25 3032H 14.62 
... 1. . .. 2150. · 3032T14 .. 12.25 30J2T34. 14.62Y:! • . 3V Ph. 3032T25. 15.48 3032T45 18.28'12 . . 6.. . .. 3 .. .1. . .. 2150. 3032T15 . _. 15.48 30J2T35 ... 18.28 3032T26 . 19.63 3032T46 .. 24.73 
... 1'1. . .. 3440 · . 3032T16 .. 19.83 JOJ2n6 .. ' 24.13
 
J{. 4 1h. . .. 2. ... l'h ..... 5140. · 3032T17 .. 24.50
 
¥t 4 2. 3032T27. . 24.50 3032T41 33."'­
3032T28 ... 36.94 3032T48 47.06 
3032T37. . 33.44 
/fa 5.... ,2 '12. .llf•...... 7130 .. · . 3032T18 ... 36.94 3032T38 .. 47.06 3032T39. ,63.49 3032T29. . 52.89 3032T49 63.49 
,. .6..... .3 .. ... 2. ..9310. 3032Tl9. 5289 
Nut Ringbolts 
Thread R,ng Working Plain ShoulderDrop to/ged Shank 
steel. galvaniled Oia. Lgth Lglh, 1.0. Load Limil No. NET EACH No. NET EACH 
1'/1· .. 1J{••. 500 Ibs. 3025T23 ... $5.55tlnish. UNC Class 2 If." ._2'". 
.·.·16.27 302ST24. 6.27lhreads. See salCly Vo· 2'1.· . · .1'12' ..r. 8001bs. 3025T15 
recommendalions ¥S' .. 21h" ... 1'/1. . . 2· . .1200105 3025Tl6 .. 6.46 3025T2S . 6.46 
regarding working 1/1" .. 3'1.· . . . . I 'h. ... 3· .. 2200 lbs. . .. 3025T17. 9.50 302ST26 . 9.50 20.33load limIts. If." . 4112 •. · .2 112'" J. . ... 5200 Ibs, . 3025T19 .. 20.33 302ST28. ,.	 
.72.77 302snl . 72.776" .. .. 3" ... . . 3lf.· . .. 9800 lbs 3025T22 
Screw Ringbolts 
Working PI.ln ShoutdefDrop forged Shank Huead Ring NET EACH
sleel, galvanized Oia. 19lh. Lgth. 1.0 Load Limit No. NET EACH No. 
finish. Lag screw V.· .. r. .... I'h· ... IJ{.·. 5OO'bs 304n42. ,55.23	 3047T49 . .$5.23 304TTS1. 5.80lhlead wllh cone ¥'6" . . 2'1.·. 1'¥a· ... 2·. 800 Ibs, .. 3047143 ... 5.80 
points. see sarely V.·_.2'h·. · .. 1J{••. r ..... 12001bS . 304lT44. 6.56 304TT52 , 6.56 304TT53 .. 9.31rec.ommendations '12' .. 31/.·. , . . 2 V,· .. , 3· . .. 2200 Ibs. '.' 304lT45 .. 9.31 
.17.61 304TT54 ... 17.67regarding working ¥t' .. 4Vz" . . . 2'12" ... 2lf." . . 3500 Ibs. .304lT46.
 
load limits. If." .. 4'12·. .. . 3· . .. 3"" . .5200 Ibs . ... 3047H7. .22.42
,. 304TT55. .22.42 
.6· 3'/1•... 33(.·. 9800 Ibs 304lT48. .73.15 3047T56. .73.15 
Steel Rings	 Forged Pad Eyes0 Used lor welding onlo a varietyStock Yield Strenglh at machinery. eQuipment and
 GALVANIZED
 1.0. Oia. Lbs.• No. NET EACH ven,cles. A~ailaole In 1035 carbon
 2'" 0/16".... 520. 3068T15. S1.18 51eel or type 304 polished slalnless
 2'1.· V1£>"..	 470 .. 3068T16... 1.48 5teel. Eye Shoulder Overall2'h· .. \'8" ..	 120 ... 3068Tl1 ... 1.91 HI. No. NET EACH3". Y2" ..... 1440.. 3068T22... 4,51 j', 1.0 . 0.0 Oia
 
."., .. 'h• ..... 1050 ... 3068T23 . _. 5.18 I" CARBON STEEL
 
',... Y8. . '¥a •. . .. ' 3(••.. ... 3024T14 .' .. $0.564".. . ¥e' . 2100. 3068T25.. 9.31 . ' 
__ 
344 







Undieu Ndl,ona' Coarse _._l. fUN.Cl Class ]·8 threads, Jl/.. 2'h .. 4'h1'h ...... 3Vi .... 5!ri1 
ate: LOi:lds shOwn apply
i to eye nulS only, basco on a 2. 4 .. 7 
~_ ~~f~~~ad'I~~Il~I~~/)~'~~~ any ~~ S'.A1.l'iZSS'~~~ 
'V16. V IV




V2·13 .. I' ... IV». 
%·11 .. 2'(,•.... 10/11I. 
lj"10 .. 2~1I 11V16.~·9 3 2.... 
1·81 ~ 29132. 
1 /•. 7 4~ •.... 2IV16. 
1112·6 5 .. 3'1. 
2· ·41/2. &Ii .... 5. 
Drop 
ThreadForged Dia.,ln,IA) 
Liltmg 'iflll. :v...Eyes 'h. 
Forged carbon slee', gal. ~. 
vanlzed hnlsh. If.. 
Uniriel1 Nalional COilfse ¥e. 
'h. I~. :IriI 
0/16 ... 1111&. 'h 
'¥to .. 121h1. '¥t 
Ilflll P/L 3,0 
(UNC, Class 2A threads.	 1 1 2'4. ~ 
lViI . . 11/16 2\1... I. 
Thread Dirnensions. In. 
Dia.,ln. (A) 8 C 0 
GALVANIZED STEEL 
'I.. V. . ... Ill. . .. . PIle> 
'V1fi ¥.rr ' •. I'I•... 1'/16.Drop VB .. 1 l'ri! 11/., 
'II#,. 1'/•.... 2, 1'h.Forged 'h l l/•.... 2 .. llhEye Nuts !riI IV2. 2'h 2. 
V. . .. IJ,4. " J 2.lA1 .AV<IlI;Il)I~ HI galvan'IC<l !Ie 2. 3'h. 2'+'e.Sf,-,cl <Ina la·8 type 30J I. . 2V.. .4sta,nless Slt;'fd. Tapped with 
I'll .2'1•.. 4 . 
8011 Load LimilSafety  
Hoist J~~~'8. L~.
 
::v.··16. 1000,Rings l/2"·13. 2500.
 
PiVOIS 1600 and swiyels
 
360" 10 compensale lor pilch.
 ~::i;: ~: 
roll and sway when lifling ~··11 . "000. 
heavy. unbalanced loads. 
.v.··10. 5000. 
Reduces risks in lilling, mov. :v."·10, 5000. 
Ing and lurning heavy mao lA"·10. 7000. 
chine/yo looling. dies, and ¥e··9 8OOO .. 
ulher eQUlprnenl. Atloy sleel 1" ·8 1ססOO. 
cunSlluCllull WIllI a curru I" ·8, 1ססOO. 
SlOrl /CSISlanl '''''511. load 11/."·7. ..15000. 
r1l1"'9S are lur I,ffs In any 2" '4'12· .. 30000. 
dirCCI'I)". 2'h~·4 50000. 







~ 1'h 2'h .. 2. 'h. 3440 
¥. , 1-¥.rr 3 
Heavy Duty Work 
DimenSIons, In 
BCD E F 
V.. 11/1ll. 'I.. If.l .•. 1V•. 
'if1l$ .. ¥e. 'iflll ". I l'¥t. 
J1h·····:;;:4 ~ ",'soosoo 
6V IV2 40000 














 FI.L~.S. I~. I~. ~. 
12. 7/...... 1~.	 0/11$. 
28.	 'VIIl .. 2111ll .... llflO. 
JA~: ~:::5:~: .. I · 
60. ~ 3V• .... IV.. 
100. ~ 31/..... 1. 
100 ~.,.3'1•.... I'h. 
lOO fl lfl1 .. 41lfl6 .. 1. I 3052T6... 185.. 
160 PlfJ1 .... 'VIG .. 1 1 3052165 .. 1116.tl 
230., .. P¥32 .. 41¥1Il Ill• .. 1 3052T66. 1aa.a 
230. .llfu. 4 ljl#,	 l'h. I., .. 3052T67. 188.11
' 470 ... . 1V•... 6	 I~ .. IV•.. 3052T68. 344.11 
800 .. ,2 1/•••• 8 3'4 .1¥.. 3052T69. 528.52 
2100..3. 10Ih 4 111 .. 2V... 30S2T10 .. 1360.a 
4300. .33f•... 13, .. ,. SliI ,. 2lf•.. 3052T11 .. 22n~ 
, 
-;
Swivel ~~ Used'O/ heavy lilting operations Suiled for  
die work and lilling in lhe Construction in.  lilting Plates I 
dustry. Rugged ,ShaCkle pivots On heavy pm; FO/lempo/ary allachmen, 10 steel,. wood ~ 
htllng IS on a direct plane for smoother mo. COnstructIOn malerlals uSlIlg maChIne boll, 
lion and Slless elimination. lag sc/ew 0/ coil bOll. Made 01 forged Sleel 
Made 0' high Quality alloy sleel. Unified Na. welded 10 heavy sleel bearing pIa Ie. Shackle
lional Coarse (UNC)lhteads. is lorged 01 1· diamele/ Slock, and swings 011:Shank, In. Eye lenglll, In. Est. lill NET a line through Cenler 0' bolt. ~ Oia. Lgth. LO.. In Less Slud Capacity No. EACH Me.,imum Woft( Loed Limit: 9000 lbs., el~4 Vi. 1112 Ions. 3026T14 . 166.92 cepl 1 Y2" size, 12,000 Ibs. 14 
4 ¥II . 210ns ... 3626Tl5. 71.67 
51'V32. 3V.lons.3025Tl6.86.25 
6'9m . 4lf.lons.3626Tl7.117.50 
711/'6. 61f210ns.3026Tl8.142.32 
8¥e. 6112 Ions. 3026T19 .179.82 
10 1"116 1210ns 3026T21.226.43 
16lf•.... 25 Ions 3026T22 . 420.62 
SWivel 
Hoist Rings 
Well suiled 10/lndust/ial lilting 
apPlicalionS_dies, li.lures, 
molds. maChinery, ConSlruCled 
01 alloy sleel. Clevis. ling, 
bUShIng and cap screw are 
rnagnellc parlicle inspected. 
Bolls have Unified Nalional 





8011 Hole P'ale Size 
Dia, .. HI. Thk... w. 0 
lj.".l::v." .. 'h·X2V2"XS· 
1·l xl¥e" l/2" ..2l/2"x5" 
I h" .. 2V2" '12".3· x6" 
Work Thread 
load TorQue 
In. lrmil. lbs Fl. lbs.
 
'V16. 650. 35. 2,
 
lfe. 600. 4.5 ... 2.
 
V.. . 1600. 15.0 3 ,
 
% .. 2500. 250 3.
 
lj.. "100. SOO 4.
 
I. 7100 90,0 4.14
IV•. 000 1500. 6. 
1112 .... 17200, 2500, 6 
1I/ 2. 




2112 . ,4 If 1 
WorkL 
E Limil. t 
II. 52-















J06lTH .. 14 
306lTll '. I.. 
3061T21 ... 17 
306lT23 .. J 
N ~ .. ~052T55 ...•EA 
:v. .. 3OS2T5a. 
Y2 .. 3052T57 .. as.-~:::;~~::. ::: ~,. 3052T61. 8Lt4 
-¥.rr .. 3052T62. S8.44 
If•.. 3052T63 lI6.44 
Aecom· .:J: 
mended ,.lMinimum NET; 
80ft Length No. EACH' 
4" 3070T21, .157.1" 
.. 5" .. 3070123 59.21 
6" 3070125 168.42 
~. 
Dimensions. In. NET. 
ABC D No. EACH' 
2'/8. %. ¥e .. 8887T62 .. S53.71 
2:V8. JA. lfe .. 8887T63. 56.61 
33fe. I .~ .. 888716... 83.09. 
3% .. 1'1•. Ye .. 8887165. 85.95 
5 .... llh .. l 8887166. 163.92 
5¥e .. 2 .... 1 8887167 .. 187.00, 
6"'8 .. 2. 11/•.. 8887168.409.00 
.7",8 2'12.1lfe .. 8887169 ....55.61" 




~ g~Ero • Eyo 
'~">:'.L ,,"'\0.Hook 
Drop Forged Steel Turnbuckles 
Galvanizecllinish. Meel Fedelill Specification FF·T·791b, Type I, keys. Bolls have Unllied Nahonal Coalse tUNCjlhreads, Class 2. 
Form 1. Jaw type ends a,e furmshed with found pins and coller Sit•• up 10 2'/." auUable-PIle•• on Requ•• t. 
1----0-- .--! 
U~' 
r1~'.'/.. ¥E 1 1F/... 
¥16 1 1!ta. 
~ IV•... 2 .... 
'12 1112 ... 21 2. 
!ta 1¥._ .. 3 ... , 
If•.... 2 3Y1.  
~ 21/ ,4 1  
1 2'h 4'/1 1
 
ns, In. Work Lo E Limit,l 





",. " 11/... ¥1!>. 124,

Ph. ¥B ..  
\'/2. 1flI.  2241
2.... 'h . 
'GO2ljg . '¥e . 520
J,+,& . • If. 72.
)'1'6 , ¥e >(100
'IV'6 ~il 
"., . 12300.]1/2 1 
.... 15500.1 I":. 22500 .
';'1• ..... 1V... 
11/'6 .. 
11/'6 . 





1ll. . 1-,0 . 9/16 ¥II .. 3052T55 .. S 70 
7/16 •. 1~ .. 9116" ~ .3052T56. ~Y'6 .. 21/'6 .... 11/16 .'. V2:. 3052157, , 70"," ", "I.. ¥., ¥... 3052TSI, .....
¥a 3V• .... 1 ,.:1/•. 3052T as.. 
¥e 3 II. . . . . 11'., ". , . 59 .. 88.4c¥1 ".,., . 3052T61. 86.44 ~ ... 31/. . 1 :1/•.. 3052T62.. S8 
". '. 3 1/•. . 1'h If•.. 3052T63. .44\t 
_ 
.4\lfl6 1. ... 1 3052T64 .. l:t:t 
..:;~ I. 1 3052T65. 188.91" 
··411f 
lfl I1/•.. 1 3052T66., 18U9). 
.. 1" ", 16 11h .. l 3052T67. 1--­
... 7'•....•.. ,1% .. 1'/. lOST ­
... 2V.... 8 ...... 3~. 1"" 268.344.183 ..,. .. 3OS2T69. 528.52 '., 
.. 10V2 4 lIB .. 2'/•.. 3052T70. 1360.65 
.331• ... 13 S3-h, 2:1/•.. 3OS2T71 .. 22n.82 
Swivel f 
Lilting Plates ,~, 
FOr lempo1ary allaChmenllo steel wood or ~, 
fonStrucllon male rl als using maCh'ine bolt ,'j 
ag Screw or coil bOIl. Made 01 lorged stt'!ei ~er~r~~~oo~~~vJ sleel bearing plale. Shackle', 
a hne lhrough c~~~e~l~~ ~':k, and swiogs on ;' 
Malimum Work load llmll' 9000 !t 
cepl 1'h' Slle. 12.000 IbS.· IbS., ex· ,~. 
Aecom· 
mended 
Pia Ie Sile Minimum 
"hk.xW ... D B I 
'''"l21h'lS. 0 t l~ngth 









6 _ 6Va .. 2. 1'/. 8881168 .409,00
.'5'i.;ioV;· rci· .. ·,2;h .. ll{B .. 8887T69, 455.67 
.. . . '.	 VB .1 \/] .. 88a7H1 .. 646.27 
:MASTER-CARR 
x6····, 6 
A Dimensions. In. 
BCD No. EACH .'I, ~tt· !VB •. :l/e •. 8881T62 .. 553.71 '. 
3l/a .. l~·· J,iI .. 8887T63 .. 56.68' 
3¥e .. P/.. ~ . : :::~~::. 83.09. 




V. 460 1~:g..V. 
V.	 . ­2150. .V... 
¥.	 ;~:g."":::=:g~:. 
Dimensions, In. 




'1'No. EACH :):~~~g~.::: ~::: f'. 





Siub &  
Siub
 
Eye , I 
Type t : : I - -I 
;",~ 
Dimensions, In WOrk load 
~ C 0 E limn. Lbs.. 
'I. 1/1 ... 1 . '/32 500 
W .. ¥a .. 1'1. 'JIU 800 
~_. l/• .. 1112. ''1u ... 1200 
.3019T24 ti:SO! 
;g~;g~ .'" 14.64~ 
3019T26 ::: :..a:i' 









Y2. 1 .. 2 'hh .. 2200 
..... 1',~ ... 2~1/1f. "hl 3~OO 
~" . ,1'12 .. 2:1f. 
11 .. 11/. 3 v. 







.0000' exceed WOflll02 load lum!. On hook &. e1e 'urnbucilies lIO 1101 exceed the working loaa hmil shown lor lhe hook end. 
~~: T~~e No~OOk NJio;:CH No. HookNEiI~cH No. Eye ~E?EACH No. Jaw ~E~Y:ACH No. Jaw ~EJ:~ACH 
V." .. · 4" ". 2997T51 
¥Ii.. 4'h" 2997T52 
¥I•. ,. 6" 2997T53 
lh" .. 6· 2997T54 
1f.z" . . 9" 2997T55 
1/1" •. 12" .. '. 2997T56 
¥Ii." 6'. ..2997T57 
¥Ii".. 9" ...• 2997H8 
¥Ii" .. 12" .. " 2997T59 
¥!.. 6·. ..2997T61 
~: : .. 1~ : : . : . ~;H:~ 
:v.". 16·. '. 2997TU 
1'1.. 12" 2997T65 
!'B •... 18· 2997T66 
I".. 6· . . 2997T67 
'" 12" 2997T66 
'" 18" 2997T69 
'.. .24" 2997T71 
11/.' .. 12". '. 2997T72 
For applicahons requiring maximum cOHosion resislance. hnish. Bolls have Unilied National Coarse (UNC) lh,eads. Jaw type 





Dimensions, In, WOrk load 
A .BCD limil,lbs.•'I. . 1/.. V2 '¥e . .460 
¥wi .¥'6. 'h ¥e... 760 
¥e .. 11h2. 9/16. '¥16 .. 1160 
Ill . .7/16. :v.... P/ 2150 
~ ,. 'h 11/•.. 11V'6 3440 
l{... !¥11 _ 1 ..... 2 1 B. .5140 
I~~:~~ .. ~.':~;: j~ ....... ~j~
 
6011 T~~e No. Bod~~TllACHOia. 
V.' . 4" , 3022Tl1 59.26 




'12" .. 6" 3022T14 20.38
 ""
6·. '" 3022T15 26.29
"'" ,
, 
6" . 3022T16 38.66
l{••..

6" .. , .. 3022T17 41.84
 
1"," , 6· ..... 3022T18 54,21 
Miniature Cable Turnbuckle 
Nickel plated brass. For use with miniature eyebolt and one len hand and one nghl hand 
Coaled Or uncoaled cable, Furnished wilh one nIckel plated brass nut. 
lell hand one right hand 5·40 thread eyeball and For cables ~61' diameler and smaller. 
One lell hand and one righl hand 5"40 thread No. 3435T12-Pkg. 015.. ..NETIPKG.532.00 
54.92 2998151 54.92 2999151 54.92 3000151 56.08 3001T51 51.08 
6.11 2998152 6.11 2999152 6.17 3000152 1.08 3OOlT52 8.00 
6.81 2998T53 6.87 2999153 6.87 3000153 8.17 3001153 9.08 
1.83 2998154 7.83' 2999T54 7.83 3OOOT54 8.61 3001154 9.61 
10.25 2998T55 10.25 2999T55 10.25 3OOOT55 11.15 3OO1T55 12.83 
12.33 2998T56 12.33 2999T56 12.33 3OOOT56 12.83 3001158 14.33 
9.97 2998T57 9.91 2999T57 9.97 3OOOTS7 11.73 3001T57 13.55 
13.80 2998T58 13.80 2999T58 13.80 3000T58 15.17 3001T58 17.65 
15.28 2998T59 15.28 2999T59 15.28 3OOOT59 17.08 3001159 19.83 
17.11 2998T6l 17.17 2999T61 11.17 3000T61 17.47 3001T61 ~ 
R~& mn~t---ft~g g~~:§ Rn =~~§ ~Ui ~n:~ 2i92 
31.98 2998T64 31.98 2999T64 31.98 3OOOT6-i 33.66 3OO1T64 37.81 
28.42 2998T65 28.42 2999T65 28.42 3000T65 31.40 3001T65 34.35 
41.42 2998T66 41.42 2999T66 41.42 3000T66 45.58 3OO1T66 50.46 
31.67 2996T67 31.67 2999T67 31.67 3OOOT67 33.38 3001T67 35.87 
34.43 2998T68 34.43 2999168 34.43 3OOOT66 37.20 3001T68 40.07 
52.79 2998T69 52.79 2999T69 52.79 3000T69 58.32 3OO1T89 63.97 
62.33 2998T71 62.33 2999Hl 62.33 3OOOT71 83.08 3001T71 68.83 
52.SO 2998T72 52.SO 2999T72 52.50 3OOOH2 68.78 3001T72 75.26 
Drop Forged Stainless Steel Turnbuckles 
Type r ... -
I , \ I 
Dimensions, In. WOII. Load 
Po BCD lImil,ll.ls.. 
V. ¥16 ~h2. '1J2. 400
 
Y16. lh. 'h. ¥16 700
 
lie 'h .. 'h liB, ... __ 900  
liz. ¥e. 1~1f;. 1//11. 1300
 
''''a. 29h1. }1lll. v... . 2200
 
If.. I lIB . .. 1':1;'31 II/I!> . . 2700
 
% 1:1/.r, ... 11/1!>. 1:1/", .. 3200
 




Dimensions. In. Work load 
ABC D limit. lbs.•
,/.. :va. . '/. . ~ . 460 
¥16. V.... '/•. 1/•... ,. 760 
lIB. 9/16. ¥-e 21132 • 1160 
V2. ~. ¥8 ... "/lfl 2150 
¥S. ta. 1/2 .llfe 3440 
:1/•. '!VI6. ¥a 1V2 5140 
¥e .. l~. :v ll/.. .7130 
I., .. 1V•.. VB 2'/16 ..... 9370 
.00 nol exceed working load limil. 
No. Slub ~E;t~~CH No. Eya ~E?EACH 
3022T21 519.06 3022131 523.33 
J022T22 23.02 3022132 29.56 
3022T23 26.52 3022133 34.61 
3022T24 36.71 3022T34 SO.40 
3022T25 47.91 3022T35 69.69 
3022T26 65.02 3022T36 87.19 
3022T27 103.52 3022T37 .. 
3022T28 117.60 3022T38 . 
DimensIOns, tn. 
Po BCD 
'I.. ¥I. 1/... 1I/)]. 
V16. 1'¥.12. 1/•... If. 
lAI. 'h. '>I16.l1h1
,/2.... . 7/'16 l'/,b
¥B. fl. .. Y2 ... Ill/]] . 
1/.. '¥16 . "lie.. 1 ,1/31 5200 
I/e .. 1¥32. l/•... 119/11 _ 7000 
1 ... P/'6 ... V... 1J'/12 .". 9600 
Stub I'· '-=::==-1 I 
Type ¥" ,. ~ 
Dimensions. In, WOrk load 
ABC limil.lbs.• 
1/ 4:1/.. 9. '60 
'V16 57/16 to'h . 760 
lIB 7 11B 15. . . 1160 
'h 71,7. .15.. ..2150 
'¥a 7¥e 16 .. ...... 3440 
:1/ 8V 17 .. ,.5140 
¥e .8!ta 17. . 7130 
1.	 ..9, 18. . ... 9310 
Jaw & Eye Jaw & Jaw 
No. NET EACH No. NET EACH 
3022T41 528.70 3022T51 532.98 
3022T42 34.30 3022T52 38.66 
3022T43 39.51 3022T53 44.33 
3022T44 54.60 3022T54 sa.80 
3022T45 82.99 3022T55 95.74 


























. NET EACH 522. 
. NET EACH 43. 
Square Bend 
U-Bolts 
Heavy Duty Ratchet TurnbUCkles 
Drop Forged Bronze Turnbuckles 
Reslsls COHOS Ion. Nalional Fine threads. p,ovlde aCCurale . 
juslmenl, Jaw'" Jaw Iype. Fu,nlshed wlln pIns ilnd Callers, < 
Boll Take Lenglh Recon'fmencJed Nt 
Oia. Up Min. Max. WIre Ola No. EA{ 
¥ ... 3J,,·. 1'h· .. ll'/4·, ~·or'y']]·. 3011121530 
¥e. 4'/\6· . ,6.lf16" . 12!V1· l/16· . . . .. 3011122 28 
'12. 4~· Hi ... 14 VI· . _.. ,/•• 01 91». . 3011123 '1. 
For OiW! IInf'~. CflJlO"YQIS " 
othcr heavy aUllllcal,ons. C, 
malleable iron U-"lIl\'IS w,lh 306lT 
and "V"lh,ead OcSlg" w,th 30621; 
Acme Ihrea" 'or e.lr;, slren9th
r-7:',-"""--- inlegral gear 10 engage a handle 
1-.11 ~ ralchel .s mounrcd al centel 
L ~ barrel. Jaw and lilw end linings I, t~ ill iii!ii" ii!i l" ~~~ed with rouM p'ns and cor 
-----Ie ~ I Handle. Open Crl(l Malleable ill~o----l Turn OYer 10 reverse dlll'Clion 
TURNBUCKLES 
Length Work Load Jaw Dimensions 
Min. Max. Umil ABC 0 No. NET EA( 
18" .. 26", 5 tans V.".I!tII".1/1· 8'J/Wi-3062T12.S53. 
25" .. 33" ... 15 Ions... 1¥Ill" . 2¥e" . ~" . 12:v.· .. 3062T17. sa. 
HANDLES FOR TURNBUCKLES 
For 3062172 . , No. 306m•.. 
For 3062177 . . No. 3062T75 . 
For use with channels or Olhcr sQua 
struclural shapes. Zinc pialed linish. Unifi, 
Nalional Coarse (UNC, threads. Funishf 
wilh rlat washers and hex nUls. 
Thread Width Thread HE 
Oia. Belween Legs Lenglh No. EAC 
¥eo 2" . . 11h· 306014•..... $I.! 
¥e. . . . 2" . . J. . .. . 3060145 1.: 
¥J" 2" 3lf,· 3060146 1.~ 
:v." .. . ." . 1112" , .. 3060147 . I.: 
¥e' 4" 3·. . 306OT'8. 1.' 
¥eo . . . ........•" . . 33/," . 3060149. 1.: 
¥e" . . . 6" . . J" 3060T51 . 1.: 
¥eo " 6" . . ,3311· , .. 306OT52. I.! 
¥eo 6· . . 5~· , . 306OT53. 2.: 
u 
r~~.f- Stainless Steel 
I U-Bolts 
1...1.. Constructed 0' COl/OS ion resistanlL Type 304 stainless sleel. Furnished wilh lour hex nuls. 
-I I Fa, hanging pipe or joiSls. SeCuring 
I I scallolding and numerous olher suspen· 
----t 'r-­ sion jobs. 
Pipe Dimensions 
Size ABC TNo. 
1/1" .. . '1."·20 2'¥16·.. ¥e •.... 2112·. 8889141 
¥•.... 1J.·,20 33/1ll" .' .1~·. .2112".,.8889142. 
1· '1."·20 37/1lI" .. , l¥e·. .2'h·,. 8889143 
P/.· ¥a··16 33/." 1~·. 2'h". 8889T", 
t'/l" ¥e··16 4· 2·. 2'1z· .. 8889145 
2" ." ¥e··16 4Yz". . 2Y::z". 21h" .8889146 
2112· 'h"·13 ,51/." 3·. 3·, ..... 8889T.l 
3" 112··13 5q/l6" J!riI" J•...... 8889T.8 

















Siub & Siub 
NET 
No. EACH 





2996Tl9 .. 10.13 
2996T21. 6.98 
2996T22 .. 10.28 
2996T23 .. 11.73 
2996T24. 9.12 
2998T25 .. 11.68 
2996T26 , . 16.32 
2996T28 .. 12.07 
2996T29 .. 11.09 
2996T32 .. 15,01 
2996T33 .. 22.61 
2996T31. 26.87 
2996T38 . 34.78 
2996TJ9 .. 53.91 
2996H3 .. 37.47 
299614•.. '9.36 
3038136 ..... sill 
Tutnl»ucklc, ,,"U-B.lt, 
===C~~-i:J:J= ~ IX@ ©" ~ @:;.q 5~ 
Stub & Slub Hook & Er. Hook I Hook Ey. lEy. 
Drop Forged Steel ~.~ Short Pattern Turnbuckl 
Stub End Turnbuckles (Q)C[=:Jill' Mill.leaore boo¥ Shori lu,nOuCkle h • o Ii': steel SWIvel bottom aSSembly Ta• 
Sell-colored linish. Meels Federal Specification FF·T ·791b, Type .• . buckle has rIght hand threads tor l~ IJr 
I, Form 1. Uniried Nalronal Coarse lUNCllhrea(lS. weh:lfess con· -1(1-- 1--°----1 nectlng lod. Black llnlsh. Unilie~C! 
struchon. rional Coa/se {UNCj threads. '" 
Boll DimenSIOns Ma •. WOII\ NET EAe 
Sile ABC loadUmll No. '·11 12 
~- .. 3'/16- 19/16" .. q"u" .. 610 lOs. 300211 S1.38 $14 
\h" .. 3 1/16" .• I'¥." . '¥»" ... 7101bs 300212 1.70 ," 
¥B· .... r.· .. 2'¥8·. lh", .710rOs. 300213 2.87 2' 
lJ.­ .. 5'10" .. 2~· .. \'16" .... 860 Ibs. 300214 3.12 3: 
346 
Boll Take WOIkrng Body Only 
Oia. Up Load Umll NET 
In. In. lbs. No. EACH 
'I.... 500. 2995T1I .. $2.05 
¥IO. 4'12. lIOO 2995Tl5. 2.66 
14. 6. 1200 2995TI6. 2.81 
'12. 6. 2200 2995T11. 3.'9 
'12. 9. 2100 2995T18' 5.28 
'12 ..•. 12. nOD. 2995T19 5.96 
~ . 6. 3500 2995T21. 3.91 
~ . 9. J~OO.. 2995T22 . 5.16 
~ .... 12. J500 . 2995T23. 6.61 
If. . 6. 5200 . 299512'. 5.33 
If.l. 9. 5200.. 2995T25. 6.'6 
ll. .... 12. 5200. 2995T26. 9.69 
~. 6. 7200 2995T28. 6.1' 
~ .... 12.. . '200.. 2995T29. 10,45 
1. 6 10000. 299ST32. 1.99 
1 .... ,.12. .10000 2995T33 12.56 
1
'
/.. 6.. .. 15200 .. 2995T31 14.39 
1'/•... ,12. . .. 1~200. . 2995T38. 11.80 
1'/•.... 18 15200. 2995T39 .. 27.98 
Ph. 6 , .21400. 2995H3. 18.75 
1'12 12 21400. 2995H' .. 26.15 
Little Turnbuckles 
Zinc plaled die caSI bOdy. Sleel 'illings 
O'AII Eye& Hook & Hook & 
Bolt Take Lglh. Eye Eye Hook 
Oia. Up Closed No. No. No. 
¥»•... 1'1,· 3 1/ ••..• 3610T14 .3610121 .. 3610127 
3f1lii•... I~· 3lf.· 3010T15. 3010T22 .. 3610T28 
lA· 214·., .. 51/2· 3610Tl7 . 3010T2' .. 3010T29 
¥1lii" 2lf." 6 112 •... J010Tl8 .. 3010125 .. 3010T31 
¥eo 3· , .11/2" ... 3010TI9 .. 3010T26 .. 3010132 
Aluminum Alloy Turnbuckles 
Intended lor light duty, applicallons. CaSl aluminum bOilywilh 
eleClrogalvamzed steel IlltJngs. Eye II11mgs not welded. Naltona' 
Coarse Threads. Package 01 10. 
Eye & Hook & Hook & 
Bolt Length Eye Eye Hook 
Dia. Min. Ma~. No. No. No. 
8·32 .. ,.3¥e· .. 4%" .. 3003Tl'. 3OO'Tl4 3005Tl. 
10·24. . . 5~" .. 3003T15 3OO4T15 3OO5T15 
12·24 4'11'. 6~· .. 3003116 3OO4T16. , .3005116 
'1.··20 .. 51f2·. 7%· .. 3OO3T11 3OO4117 3OO5T11 
5f16"·16 .. 6l4". 91/.· .. 3003118 .. 300.118 3005T18 ~··t6 .. 7112" .. 10112· .. 3003119 .. . 300'119 3005T19 
Aluminum Wrench-Fit Turnbuckles 
Flat sides of bOdy Iii wrench. RUSI resistanl exlruded aluminum 
body meels lederal Slrenglh teSl specihcalions. EyeS and hOOks 
are benl. drawn sleel wire. Eyes no! welded 
Bolt Take Ey. & Ey. Hook & Hook 
Ora. Up No. NET EACH No. NET EACH 
3(16" ..•.. 1!'VI" 3638T12 ..... SO.62 
'I•. ..... 2~" 303811.. .96 
¥Ill" ..... 2!'V1" 3038115. 1.23 
¥e •..... 3" . . . 3638116. 1.82 
1"1'1 [~,~ ~ lig",w,,~~~~-~?ri~~:~", ,",poo\8) sion 0' Sialtonary copper lubrng lines. Coppe,TUb~ c ~ 8!~t:~sf~~~1. He. nuts nOI included. NET 
Size ABC T No. EACH 
Yz •.•. '/."·20 ... l'," ,./'. 1'7" 8882T11 ... SO.90 
3/••.. , '/,"·20 .. l"il2· 'Ii,. ",. 8882T18. .98 
1·. .. '1."·20 l'l!'6· 1'~" p,. aB82119. 1.01 
1'/4· ... '/4"·20 3',· l l !" P," 8882T21 . 1.12 
1Yz •... 1/."·20 .. ,3',· ll,­ I'll',,· 8882T22. 1.19 
2" .... ,'/.··20.,.3'1: 2',"' l'li'!i" 8882T23. 1,26 
• • • 
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YEAR: 94 ============================================================================================== RPT: MIRC09D 
.... ' 
CONTRACT UNASSIGNED 
MAIL MATERIAL PRODUCER PRODUCER PROD TOTALS QUANTITY 
CODE NAME NUMBER 'NAME CITY ST OIST PIS STD UNITS STD UNITS 
65307501 SHAPE M27Q SOW 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSON CITY MD 60 S 668.0 .0 
65307501 668.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 212-12 BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP BETHLEHEM PA 00 PS 12.747.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 4071-01 BIERBAUM STEEL CO IN GODFREY IL 98 S 30.720.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 436-01 COMMERCIAL FABRICATR BRIDGEVIEW IL 91 S 1.023.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. .JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 23,149.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP. WAUSAU WI 00 S 43.885 ..0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 320-01 HENNEGAN & ASSOCIATE LAGRANGE PARK IL 91 S 1.826.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE 00 S 31.736.0 .0 0 
<+65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 1449-01 NORTHWESTERN STL&WIR STERLING IL 92 PS 26,936.0 .0 ::Y65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 2394-01 NUCOR CORPORATION NORFOLK NE 00 PS 1.395.0 .0 () ...65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 18.881.0 .0 
t<l 65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 3890-01 SMI STEEL INC BIRMINGHAM AL 00 PS 1.994.0 .0 ::u 
() 
'" '" 
I 65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST lOUIS MD 98 S 14,366.0 .0 
65402 SHAPE ANGLE M183 4007-01 VASOUEZ METAL PROD. LENZBURG IL 98 S 392.0 .0 0" 
65402 " 209.050.0 .0 ~ 
() 
D65405 SHAPE ANGLE M222 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. .JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 8,470.0 .0 P,
65405 8.470.0 .0 () 
P, 
6540642 SHAPE ANGLE M223 42 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. .JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 4.055.0 .0 <:1::. ()6540642 4.055.0 .0 D 
P, 
65407 TEE EXPANSION ,JOINT 1611-01 .J.H. BOTTS. INC. LEMONT IL ~.1 PS 8.883.0 .0 ... 0 l-...65407 8.883.0 .0 Ul 
65408 ARMOR ANGLE 3423-01 DREW, .JAMES CORP. INDIANAPOLIS IN 00 PS 24.0 .0 
!;~; " .65408 24.0 .0
• 
6541036 SHAPE ANGLE M270 36 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 1,490.0 .0 
6541036 SHAPE ANGLE M270 36 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 28.381.0 .0 
6541036 29.871.0 .0 
65411 ARMOR PLATE 1875-01 STRUCT RUBBER PROD SPRINGFIELD IL 96 PS 74.0 .0 
jl; 'I65411 74.0 .0 
t,:-; 
65501 BOLT ASTM A325 TV 1 4903-01 DELTA SCREW CHICAGO IL 91 S 1,035.0 .0 
65501 BOLT ASTM A325 TV 1 2394-05 NUCOR FASTENER CORP ST. .JOE IN 00 PS 4.617.0 .0 
65501 BOLTS ASTM A325 TV 1 1728-01 ST LOUIS SCREW BOLT ST LOUIS MO 98 PS 3, 117.4 .0 
65501 BOLT ASTM A325 TV 1 2010-02 UNYTITE-LOHR PERU IL 93 PS 21.628.1 .0 
65501 30.397.5 .0 
65503 BOLT ASTM A325 TV 3 3484-01 DELONG'S INC, .JEFFERSON CITY MO 00. S 2.695.8 .0 
65503 BOLTS ASTM A325 TV 3 1728-01 ST LOUIS SCREW BOLT ST LOUIS Mq 98 PS 27.005.2 .0 
65503 29.701.0 .0 
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L<':l:-. ",  
:'Ii CONTRACT UNASSIGNED 
MAlL MATERIAL PRODUCER PRODUCER PROD TOTALS QUANTITY 
COOE NAME NUMBER NAME CITY ST DIST PIS STC UNITS STD UNITS 
6521350 PLATE M270 50 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 10,793.0 .0 
6521350 PLATE M270 50 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 262,529.0 .0 
6521350 1,763.032.0 .0 
65213501 PLATE M270 SOW 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY 'MO 00 S 290.326.0 .0 
65213501 PLATE M270 SOW 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP. WAUSAU WI 00 S 773.0 .0 
65213501 PLATE M270 SOW 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE 00 S 19.188.0 .0 
65213501 PLATE M270 SOW 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 74.664.0 .0 
65213501 .': 384,951. 0 .0.;.:, 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 158.136.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 671-04 FLORIDA STEEL CORP. ~ACKSON TN 00 PS 151. 0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP,. WAUSAU WI 00 S 127.900.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 959-01 INLAND STEEL COMPANY EAST CHICAGO IN 00 PS 625.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 3991-01 ISC HODGKINS IL 91 S 8.271.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 1611-01 ~.H. BOTTS, INC. LEMONT IL 9' S 255.0 .0 M 65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE 00 S 9,880.0 .0 
rv 65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 1449-01 NORTHWESTERN STL&WIR STERLING IL 92 PS 7.519.0 .0 
w 65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 2186-01' PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 2,802.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 3,200.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 2000-03 UNITED STATES STEEL SOUTH CHICAGO IL 91 PS 4.572.0 .0 
65302 SHAPE AASHTO M183 4007-01 VASOUEZ METAL PROD. LENZBURG IL 98 S 22,016.0 .0 
I 
•65302 345,327.0 .0 
65305 SHAPE AASHTO M222 212-04 BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP BURNS HARBOR IN 00 PS 246.494.0 .0 
65305 SHAPE AASHTO M222 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 176.860.0 .0 
65305 423.354.0 .0 
6530642 SHAPE AASHTO M223 42 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 19.405.0 .0 
6530642 19.405.0 .0 
6530650 SHAPE AASHTO M223 50 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON .CITY MO 00 S 242.284.0 .0 
6530650 SHAPE AASHTQ M223 50 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP. WAUSAU WI 00 S 3.368.0 .0 
6530650 SHAPE AASHTO M223 50 3991-01 ISC HODGKINS IL 91 S 68,046.0 .0 
6530650 313,698.0 .0 
6530736 SHAPE M270 36 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 61.161.0 .0 
6530736 SHAPE M270 36 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO" LINCOLN NE 00 S 24,000.0 .0 
6530736 SHAPE M270 36 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 137.266.0 .0 
6530736 SHAPE M270 36 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 16,500.0 .0 
6530736 238,927.0 .0 
6530750 SHAPE M270 50 34B4-0' DELONG'S INC. ~EFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 1.069,533.0 .0 
6530750 SHAPE M270 50 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE 00 S 423.579.0 .0 
6530750 SHAPE M270 50 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LOUIS MO 98 S 73.163.0 .0 
: ••. ' c .­6530750 1,566,275.0 .0 
'-~ 
.~ t- , .. ~,..• 
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'j" PROOMAIL MATERIAL PRODUCER PRODUCER TDTALS QUANTITY 
CODE NAME NUMBER NAME CITY S.T DIST PIS STD UNl TS STC UNITS 
65202 PLATE AA$HTQ M183 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP·. WAUSAU WI 00 S 1.951.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 3517-01 INDIANA STEEL & ENG BEDFORD IN. 00 S 19,679.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AASHTO M183 1611-01 J.H. BOTTS. INC. LEMONT IL 91 S 23.999.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AASHTQ M183 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE 00 5 18,196.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTQ M183 1443-02 NDRTH STAR STEEL CO WILTON IA 00 P5 44.4 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 1443-05 NORTH STAR STEEL KY CALVERT CITY KY 00 P5 144.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 1449-01 NORTHWESTERN STL&WIR STERLING IL 92 P5 57,457.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 2394-01 NUCDR CORPORATIDN NORFOLK NE 00 PS 4,986.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 5 8.082.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AASHTO M183 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CO ST LDUI5 MO 98 S 69.539.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 1400-01 TOBI ENGINEERING INC GLENVIEW IL 91 S 2.090.0 .0 
65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 2000-05 UNITED STATES STEEL GARY IN 00 PS 1.114.0 .0tr 65202 PLATE AA$HTO M183 4007-01 VASQUEZ METAL PROD. LENZBURG IL 98 S 122,141.0 .0•l\) 65202 364.015.5 .0
-I=' 
65205 PLATE AA$HTO M222 4682-01 CITISTEEL USA CLAYMDNT DE 00 PS 93.0 .0 
65205 PLATE AA$HTO M222 3484-01 DELDNG'S INC. JEFFERSDN CITY MD 00 S 4.234.0 .0 
65205 PLATE AA$HTO M222 1879-02 STUPP BRD5 B & I CO ST LDUIS MD 98 S 2.142.0 .0 
65205 6.469.0 .0 
6520642 PLATE AASHTD M223 42 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSDN CITY MO 00 S 2.157.0 .0 
6520642 PLATE AA5HTD M223 42 1879-02 STUPP BRDS B & I CO ST LDUIS MD 98 S 4,522.0 .0 
6520642 6.679.0 .0 ,, 
6520650 PLATE AASHTO M223 50 3484-01 DELDNG'S INC. JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 2.505.0 .0 
6520650 PLATE AASHTO M223 50 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCDLN NE 00 S 4.896.0 .0 
6520650 PLATE AASHTO M223 50 1879-02 STUPP BROS 8 & I CO ST LOUIS MD 98 S 40.443.0 .0 
6520650 PLATE AASHTO M223 50 4007-01 VASQUEZ METAL PROD. LENZBURG II IL 98 S 2.019.0 .0 
6520650 49.863.0 .0 
65210 PLATE ASTM A607 GR50 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSDN CITY MD 00 S 527.0 .0 
65210 527.0 .0 
I':', 
65212 PLATE ASTM A606 TY 4 1879-02 STUPP BROS B & I CD ST LOUIS MO 98 S 395.0 .0 
65212 395.0 .0 
.) i .; 
6521336 PLATE M270 36 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 7.218.0 .0 
6521336 PLATE M270 36 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP. WAUSAU WI 00 S 2.854.626.0 .0 
6521336 PLATE M270 36 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCDLN NE 00 S 27.744.0 .0 
6521336 PLATE M270 36 2186-01 PHOENIX STEEL CORP EAU CLAIRE WI 00 S 59.546.0 .0 
6521336 PLATE M270 36 1879-02 STUPP BRDS B & I 90 ST LDUIS MO 98 5 16,208.0 .0 
6521336 2.965.342.0 .0 
6521350 PLATE M270 50 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 209,036.0 .0 
6521350 PLATE M270 50 846-01 HARTWIG MFG. CORP. WAUSAU Wl 00 S 1.013,976.0 .0 
6521350 PLATE M270 50 4838-01 LINCOLN STEEL CO. LINCOLN NE '00 S 266.698.0 .0 
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CONTRACT TYPE(S): ALL 
YEAR: 94 =~====================================================c c::=:==========:======================RPT: MIRC09D 
.... 
. l'; ,':/ ,. 
CONTRACT UNASSIGNED 
MATL MATERIAL PRODUCER PRODUCER PROD TOTALS QUANTITY 
CODE NAME NUMBER NAME CITY ST DIST ~/S STD UNITS STD UNITS 
65506 ROD THREADED AG8? 138-01 ATLANTIC STEEL CO. ATLANTA GA 00 PS 96.0 .0 
65506 96.0 .0 
65602 NUT ASTM A194 GR 2H 4903-01 DELTA SCREW CHICAGO IL 91 S 389.8 .0 
65602 NUT ASTM A194 GR 2H 4744-01 DOMESTIC NUT CORP. PAINESVILLE OH 00 PS .0 1.745.0 
65602 NUT ASTM A194 GR 2H 551-01 DYSON CORP. PAINESVILLE OH 00 PS .0 378.0 
65602 NUT ASTM A194 GR 2H 1611-01 J.H. BOTTS. INC. LEMONT IL 91 S .0 5.073.1 
65602 NUTS ASTM A194 GR 2H 1728-01 5T LOUIS SCREW BOLT ST LOUIS MO 98 S 934. 1 .0 
65602 NUT ASTM A194 GR 2H 2010-02 UNYTITE-LOHR PERU IL 93 PS 8.732.0 3.312.5 
65602 10.055.9 10.508.6 
65606 NUT ASTM A563 GR DH 4744-01 DOMESTIC NUT CORP. PAINESVILLE OH 00 PS .0 3.381.1 
65606 NUT ASTM A563 GR OH 1611-01 J.H. BOTTS. INC. LEMONT IL 91 S .0 3.559. 1 




I 65701 WASHER F436 CRBN STL 4903-01 DELTA SCREw CHICAGO IL 91 S 2.020.0 .0 
I\) 
65701 WASHER F436 CRBN STL 2394-05 NUCOR FASTENER CORP ST. JOE IN 00 PS 102.0 .0'" 65701 WASHERS A325 TY10R2N 1728-01 ST LOUIS SCREW BOLT ST LOUIS MO 98 S 217.5 .0 
65701 WASHER F436 CRBN STL 2172-01 WROUGHT WASHER MFG MILWAUKEE WI 00 PS 1.656.0 .0 
65701 3.995.5 .0 
65702 WASHER F436 WTHR STL 3484-01 DELONG'S INC. JEFFERSON CITY MO 00 S 310.2 .0 
65702 WASHER F436 WTHR STL 1728-01 ST LOUIS SCREW BOLT ST LOUIS MD 98 S 2.341.3 .0 
65702 2.651.5 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 4636-01 A & A ERECTORS CAMPBELL HILL IL 99 S 21.861.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 701-03 FREESEN. INC. BLUFFS IL 96 S 2.900.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 5067-01 INVENTORY SALES CO. ST. LOUIS MD 00 S 168.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUD$HEAR 1611-01 J.H. BOTTS. INC. LEMONT IL 91 S 72.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 1423-01 NELSON STUD WELDING BRIDGEVIEW IL 91 S 104.641.0 9.000.0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 1423-02 NELSON STUD WELDING LORAIN OH 00 PS 134.500.0 520.340.0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 4392-01 NSS INDUSTRIES PLYMOUTH MI 00 PS 5.610.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUaSHEAR 4272-01 POWER FASTENING SUPP GILBERTS IL 91 S 101.711.0 229.150.0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 4273-01 STUD WELDING ASSOC. ELYRIA OH 00 PS 97.640.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 4687-01 TOBEK. INC ST. CHARLES MO 98 S 12.943.0 .0 
65801 CONNECTOR STUDSHEAR 1964-01 TRU-FIT SCREW POTS MEDINA OH 00 PS 103.199.0 18,800.0 
65801 585.245.0 777.290.0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STOSPC 99-01 ANCHOR BOL~ COMPANY ST LOUIS MO 98 PS 8.0 .0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STOSPC 224-02 BBC FASTENERS ALSIP IL 91 PS 192.0 100.0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STD$PC 4146-01 BELLEVILLE ELEC SUP BELLEVILLE IL 98 S 68.0 .0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STOSPC 4480-01 CENTREX ELEC. SUPPLY ST. LOUIS + MO 00 S 148.0 .0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STO$PC 2540-01 EGIZII ELECTRIC SPRINGFIELD IL 96 S .0 60.0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STOSPC 2540-03 EGIZII ELECTRIC DECATUR IL 95 S 126.0 .0 
67601 BOLT AN GALV STOSPC 629-02 FABSCO CORPORATION CALUMET PARK IL 91 PS 60.0 16.0 
?--o r( eel \A(.(l .(' 
S· Su.WI'i2\- -' 
148 RYERSON 
RYERSON 149  
~ SQUARE STRUCTURAL TUBIKG 
• 
SQUARE STRUCTURAL TUBING-.l.~ CARBON STEEL  
CARBON STEEL  
. is''NOmInal- ASOD 
Outside Insldt Welrht Ita Isf'Nomln,l- AlDO
Out,lde Will Inside yltllht
Dimension Will Thickness Dimension per tt. UJIlI ASTM HJt Batt 
In Inche. Ga. Dec. In Inchll In Lb•. KOJODO Asn Weldtd Dimension Thlekness DImension r,er fl. 5:.t llTll HI latt 
In Inches Ca. Dec. In Inches n lbs. KOJOOO ASn Welded1/2x 18 049 402 301 X .
 
(Contlnutd)
.063 .063 .374 .363 X .
 21'>x .. 16 065 .. 2.370 2.13 X .
16 065 370 385 " X ..
 14 083 .. 2.334 2.73 X .
5Ih 18 049 527 384 X .
 11 .120 2.260 3.76 X
16 065 495 500 X .
 'I, .125 2.250 3.98 X
314x 18 049 652 .467 X .
 141 141. .2.218 4.52 X .

.063 .063 .624 .577 X " .
 7 .180 2.140 5.40 X ..16 .065 .620 .606 X
 
'I" .188 2.124 5.59t X . . X
11 120 510 1.03 X
 
'I• ....250 .. 2.000 7.11 t .. X X
7Ih 16 065 745 716 X .
 3x. . .14 083 .. 2.834 3.29 X .

lx 20 035 930 .459 X .
 12 .109 2.782 4.29 X
18 .049 .902 .634 X
 11 .120 2.760 4.58 X

.063 .063 .874 .791 X
 'fa 125 .. 2.750 .. .4.83 X .
16 .065 .870 .827 X
 7 .180 2.640 6.62 X

.072 .072 .856 .909 X
 Yo, .188 2.624 6.87 X
 
.073 073 854 920 X
 V•.. ..250 .. 2.500 8.81 '. X .
14 .083 .834 1.04 X
 3'12X V.. .125 .. 3.250 5.68 " X .
12 .109 .782 1.32 X
 JA. .188 3.124 8.15 X  
11 120 760 1.44 X .
 'I. .250 3.000 10.51 X
 
11 18 049 .. 1.152 800 X .
 4x ll 120 .. 3.760 6.22 .. X .
 
.063 .063 1.124 1.01 X
 'fa .125 3.750 6.53 X
 
16 .065 1.120 1.05 X
 7 .180 3.640 9.07 X
 
.072 .072 1.106 1.14 X
 ,/" .188 3.624 9.42 X
 
14 .083 1.084 1.32 .. X .. V• ....250 .. 3.500 .. 12.21 " X .
 
.090 090 .. 1.070 1.48 X .
 Yo, .313 3.374 14.83 X
 
11 .120 1.010 1.84 X
 ~ .375 3.250 17.27 X
 
10 .134 .982 1.95 .. . . X
 'I, 500 .. 3.000 .. 21.63 X .
 
'I" 188 874 2.81. X
 4'hx V•.. ..250 .. 4.000 .. 14.21 X .
 
1I'>x 18 049 .. 1.402 987 X .
 5x 7 180 .. 4.640 .. 11.40 X .
 
.063 .063 1.374 1.22 X
 Yo, .188 4.626 11.97 X
 
•  
16 .065 1.370 1.27 X
 'I. .250 4.500 15.62 X
(~ .072 .072 1.356 1.38 X
 II, .313 4.374 19.08 X
 
14 .083 1.334 1.60 X
 ~ .375 4.250 22.37 X
 
12 .109 1.282 2.06 X
 V, 500 .. 4.000 .. 28.43 X .
 
11 .120 1.260 2.25 .. X .. 6x 7 180 .. 5.640.. 13.90 X .
 
.140 140 .. 1.220 2.49 X
 Yo, .188 5.640 14.53 X
 
7 .180 1.140 3.23 )( V. .250 5.500 19.02 X
 
'A, .188 1.124 3.23 .. .. X
 'A, .313 5.374 23.34 X
 
'I•.. ..250 .. 1.000 4.11 X
 - ~ .375 5.250 27.48 X
 
l~x 14 083 .. 1.584 1.88 X .
 c:: V, X .500 .. 5.000 .. 35.24 
7x ,/" 188 .. 6.626 .. 17.08 X .
 
'I•.. .. 250 .. 1.250 5.10 X
 
11 .120 1.510 2.66 X
 
'I. .250 6.500 22.42 X
 
II, .313 6.374 27.59 X
2x 063 063 .. 1.874 1.66 X .
 ~ .375 6.250 32.58 X
 
.072 .072 1.856 1.89 X
 
16 .065 1.870 1.71 X
 
V, 500 .. 6.000 .. 42.05 X .
 
8x 'I•.. ..250 .. 7.500 .. 25.82". X .
14 .083 1.834 2.16 X
 II, .313 7.374 31.84 X
13 .095 1.810 2.46 X X
 ~ .375 7.250 37.69. X
12 1.09 1.782 2.80 .. X .. 
'h .500 7.000 48.85 X
11. 120 .. 1.760 3.07 X .
 
. 'fa .125 1.750 3.12 X
 % 625 .. 6.750 .. 59.32 X .
 
.1~ .1~ 1.710 3.1 X
 lax.. .'1•.. ..250 .. 9.500 .. 32.63 X .
 
II, .313 9.374 40.35 X
7 .180 1.640 4.17 X
 ~ .375 9.250 47.90 X.
'A, .188 1.624 4.32t X X
 v, 500 .. 9.000 .. 62.46 X .
(Continued) V 250 .. 1.500 SAlt .. X .
 
-Approximate inside dimensions listed to help develop tele- '-Approximate inside dimensions listed to help dlftelo.pt tele· 
scoping requirements. tWeight is for Electric Resistance seoping requirements. 7Weight 's for Electric eslS ance 
Welded tubeS-slightly less than butt welded tubes. Welded tubes-slightly le5s than butt Welded tubes. 
NOTE: Larger sizes up to 24" can be furnished by press 
hI'",,,!, fnl"l'""inl't ~",Il US '':.'r your rp..... ,lrel'..'\I!nts. '.'.. 
• j •.. 
E-27
 
' .i"l J 
...'••r-.,C"....... o/" •••,.., ?"~~..,.,W... · ..  
1.IUVn:J'f.;lIVI'f,:t I'U'fL,l nv 
OUTSIDE WAll. INSIDE AREA INERTIA r=SQRT(IIA) 
DIM. (In) THICKOn) DIM. fin) On" 2) On '4) On) 
1/2* 0.5 0.049 0.402 0.088396 0.003032 0.1815203 
0.5 0.063 0.374 0.110124 0.003578 0.180249 
0.5 0.065 0.37 0.1131 0.003647 0.17956 
5/9" 0.925 0.049 0.527 0.112996 0.006289 0.236 
0.625 0.065 0.495 0.1_ 0.007713 0.230154 
314" 0.75 0.049 0.652 0.137396 0.011309 0.29698 
0.75 0.063 0.624 0.173124 0.013733 0.291643 
0.75 0.095 0.62 0.1781 0.014054 0.280900 
0.75 0.12 0.51 0.3024 0.02073 0.261921 
7/8* 0.975 0.065 0.745 0.2106 0.0231n 0.331744 
1" 1 0.0.35 0.93 0.1351 0.020996 0.394219 
I 0.049 0.902 0.186396 0.028171 0.366759 
1 0.063 0.874 0.236124 0.034708 0.363392 
I 0.065 0,67 0.2431 0.035592 0.382633 
1 0.072 0.956 0.267264 0.038591 0.379993 
1 0.073 0.854 0.270684 0.0.39009 0.37961 9 
1 0.0936 0.934 0.304444 0.043017 0.375994 
1 0.109 0.762 0.399476 0.Q.5217 0.366461 
1 0.12 0.76 0.4224 0.055532 0.362583 
1 1/4- 1.25 0.049 1.152 0.235~ 0.056693 0.490714 
1.25 0.063 1.124 0.299124 0.070441 0.465273 
1.25 0.065 1.12 0.3091 0.072324 0.484501 
1.25 0.072 1.106 0.339264 0.079759 0.461914 
1.25 0.083 1.094 0.367444 0.088397 O.4n629 































1.5 0.063 1.374 0.362124 0.124689 0.587216 
1.5 0.065 1.37 0.3731 0.126312 0.586437 
1.5 0.072 1.356 0.411264 0.140129 0.583719 
1.5 0.083 1.334 0.470444 0.157973 0.579479 
1.5 0.1 Q.9 1.262 0.606476 0.1967n 0.569614 
1.5 0.12 1.26 0.6624 0.211939 0.565509 
1.5 0.14 1.22 0.7616 0.237264 0.559152 
1.5 0.18 1.14 0.9504 0.291129 0.543975 
1.5 0.186 1.124 0.980024 0.288685 0.541093 
1.5 0.25 1 1.25 0.336542 0.520416 
1 3/4* 1.75 0.083 1.594 0.553444 0.256962 0.681393 
1.75 0.12 1.51 0.7824 0.348338 0.667246 
1.75 0.25 1.25 1.5 0.578125 0.620619 
2" 2 0.063 1.874 0.488124 0.305561 0.791195 
2 0.065 1.97 0.5031 0.314308 0.790406 
2 0.072 1.858 0.555264 0.344493 0.787651 
2 0.083 1.934 0.636444 0.390541 0.783345 
2 0.D.95 1.81 0.7239 0.438931 0.n8679 
2 11.09 1.782 0.824476 0.493004 0.n3279 
2 0.12 1.76 0.9024 0.53374 0.769069 
2 0.125 1.75 0.9375 0.551758 0.767165 
2 0.145 1.71 1.0759 0.620803 0.759611 
• 
2 0.18 1.64 1.3104 0.730504 0.746637 
2 0.188 1.624 1.362624 0.753687 0.743717 
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The Steel Bridge-Building Competition is sponsored by the American  
Institute of Steel Construction. This inter-collegiate challenge requires Civil  
Engineering students to design, fabricate and construct a steel bridge.  
Safety is of primary importance. The AISC requests that competitors,  
hosts and judges take all necessary precautions to prevent injury.  
The competition rules have been changed for 1995 in order to improve  
the contest and to assure that competitors design and build new bridges.  
Ideally, students should fabricate the entire bridge themselves. However, 
appropriate shop facilities and supervision may not be available at every 
college and university. Therefore, the services of a commercial fabricator may 
be used provided that students observe the operations. 
This booklet describes the contest and states the official rules for this 
year. It is distributed to universities throughout the country. A companion 
booklet is distributed to hosts and provides directions for conducting a 
competition. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Civil Engineering students are challenged to an inter-collegiate 
competition that includes design, fabrication and construction. Participating 
students gain practical experience in structural design, fabrication processes, 
construction planning, organization and teamwork. 
The Problem Statement describes challenges encountered in a 
representative structural engineering project. The competition is a scaled 
simulation of that project. 
Standards for durability, constructability, usability, strength and 
serviceability reflect the volumes of regulations that govern the design and 
construction of full-scale bridges. Criteria for excellence are represented by the 
award categories of stiffness, lightness, construction speed, aesthetics, 
efficiency and economy. As with a real construction project, safety is the 
primary concern. 
The rules of the competition accommodate a large variety of designs and 
allow innovation. Designers must carefully consider the comparative 
advantages of various alternatives, For example, a truss bridge may be stiffer 
than a girder bridge but slower to construct. 
The Steel Bridge-Building Competition provides design and construction 
planning experience, an opportunity to learn fabrication procedures, and the 




A century-old bridge that crosses a river valley in a mountainous region 
must be replaced. The bridge carries heavy truck traffic to and from mines 
which are the basis for the economy of this rural region, as well as providing 
access and emergency services to residences. A quick replacement is 
necessary because no other river crossing of adequate capacity is available for 
miles. 
The State Department of Transportation has requested designlbuild 
proposals for replacing the existing bridge. Any appropriate type of bridge will 
be considered, but the State has specified steel as the material because of its 
durability and fast erection. The bridge must accommodate two lanes of traffic 
and be able to carry specified patterns of traffic and wind loads without 
exceeding deflection limits. In order to expedite environmental approvals, no 
piers may be erected in the river, nor may temporary scaffolding or causeways 
be used in the river. However, temporary shoring may be erected on the banks. 
Construction barges and marine cranes are not feasible due to fast currents and 
flash floods. . 
The stone abutments of the existing bridge are in good condition and will 
serve for the new bridge, provided that no lateral thrust nor uplift is applied to 
the abutments. The State DOT will not permit modification of the existing . 
abutments. The new bridge, when complete, must be supported only by the 
existing abutments; for example, stays and anchorages to the river banks are 
prohibited. 
The new bridge must accommodate modular decking, which the State 
DOT salvaged from another bridge. Decking units may not be modified. 
Access to the construction site is limited by narrow, winding roads. This 
imposes restrictions on the size of components, and on the movements of 
construction equipment. Soil conditions restrict the weight that may be lifted by 
cranes. 
Your company's design/build proposal is among those that the State 
DOT has deemed responsive.. The DOT has asked each competing firm to 
submit a 1: 10 scale model to demonstrate its concept. Models will be erected 
under simulated field conditions and then load tested. The DOT will evaluate 
the models by multiple criteria including durability, constructability, usability, 
stiffness, construction speed, efficiency, economy and aesthetics. The contract 
will be awarded to the company that submits the best model. This is an 




In order to compete for awards, a bridge must qualify by satisfying the  
following minimum standards for durability, constructability, usability, strength  
and serviceability.  
Durability 
The bridge must be constructed entirely of steel. 
Constructability 
The bridge may be constructed only of components conforming to the 
restrictions on size and weight specified in ·Components." The bridge must be 
constructable according to regulations given in "Construction" and without 
violating requirements listed in "Safety Regulations." 
Usability 
The bridge must conform to the specifications described in "Dimensions 
and Support." 
Strength and Serviceability 
The bridge must pass load tests 1 and 2 described in "Load Tests." -.,. 
AWARD COMPETITION 
Only qualified bridges are eligible to compete for awards. Categories of 
competition are stiffness, lightness, construction speed, efficiency, economy and 
aesthetics. In addition, overall performance is rated. 
Stiffness 
The bridge with the lowest incremental vertical deflection will win in the 
stiffness category. Incremental vertical deflection is determined from load test 3. 
A bridge that fails load·test 3 will be eliminated from the stiffness and efficiency 
categories of competition. 
Lightness 
The bridge with the least total weight will win in the lightness category. 




The bridge with the lowest construction time will win in this category. 
Construction time is the product of the size of the construction team and the 
duration of construction. The construction team includes everyone who handles 
the bridge or any of its components during timed construction. A bridge that 
accumulates $150,000 or more in penalties will be eliminated from competition 
in the construction speed and economy categories (see "Accidents.") 
Efficiency 
The bridge with the smallest sum of normalized weight and deflection 
ratios (SNWD) will win in the efficiency category. The sum of normalized weight 
and deflection ratios is computed as 
Incremental vertical deflection (in) Total weight (Ib) 
SNWD = 0.20 (in) + 100 (Ib) 
Economy 
The bridge with the lowest cost (C) will win in the economy category. 
Cost is computed as t. 
C = Total weight (Ib) x 1000 ($/Ib) 
+ Construction time (person-min) x 5000 ($/person-minute) 
+ $10,000 if temporary shoring is used 
+ Penalty costs (listed in "Accidents") 
Aesthetics 
Factors that may be considered include general appearance, balance 
and proportion of the design, elegance of connections, finish, construction 
organization and teamwork. Quality of fabrication should not be considered 
because some bridges may be fabricated professionally while other are student 
work. . 
Overall Performance 
The overall performance rating of a bridge is determined by adding the 
rank of the bridge in the efficiency category to its rank in the economy category. 
The bridge with the lowest sum will win the overall competition. A bridge that 
was eliminated from the efficiencY and/or economy categories is not eligible for 
the overall performance competition. In the case of a tie, judges will use 
aesthetics as the tie breaker. 
6 
COMPONENTS 
A bridge may be constructed only of components made entirely of steel 
and conforming to the following descriptions of members, cables with fittings, 
assemblies, and fasteners. 
A member may not weigh more than 40 pounds nor exceed overall 
dimensions of 5'6" x 7.5" x 7.5." A member may consist of parts connected 
together before timed construction begins but those parts must remain 
connected throughout the construction process. A member may be hinged, 
jointed, articulated or telescoping. 
A cable together with its fittings may weigh no more than 40 pounds and 
must be capable of being coiled to a diameter not exceeding two feet. Fittings 
are eyes, hooks, plates, clamps, clevises, turnbuckles and similar parts 
connected to cables, and not exceeding 7.5" in any dimension. A cable with 
fittings may consist of parts connected together before timed construction 
begins but those parts must remain connected throughout the construction 
process. A cable with fittings may have any number of ends. 
'it" 
An assembly is no more than 3 members and/or cables with fittings that 
are connected together in the staging yards during timed construction. • 
Fasteners are bolts and nuts, pins, plates, shims and similar parts used 




Competitors provide their own tools. Only hand tools are permitted. 
Field welding and power tools are prohibited. Ropes are permitted but gin 
poles, jacks, winches, come-alongs, counterweights and other hoisting devices 
are prohibited. Stools, ladders and similar objects for elevating builders are 
prohibited. 
Construction Site 
See the figure titled "Site Plan" for layout of river, banks, and other 
features that affect construction. 
Temporary Shoring 
Shoring is temporary support on the river banks, and is provided by the 
competitors. There are no restrictions on the materials and design for 
temporary shoring other than it must provide sufficient strength and stability to 
7
 
support the bridge and builders. There is a cost assigned to temporary shoring; 
its advantage is that builders may be supported by the bridge only if temporary 
shoring is in place. If temporary shoring is used, it must be used on both banks. 
Safety Support 
During construction the top of the safety support must be in place at the 
midspan of the bridge with its top surface no more than 8 inches from the bottom 
of the bridge. 
Start 
Before construction begins, all members, cables with fittings, fasteners, 
tools and builders are in the staging yards. Temporary shoring, if used, has 
been constructed and is ir'\ place on both river banks. The safety support is in 
place. Timing and construction begin when the builders signify that they are 
ready and the judge declares the start. 
Time 
Time is kept from the start to finish of construction. The clock will be 
stopped: 
1. if a builder or judge sees a condition that could cause personal 
injury; 
2. when a safety regulation has been violated, and 
3. if the safety support must be adjusted. 
Construction ceases while the clock is stopped. The clock is restarted after the 
situation has been corrected. 
Time Limit 
In order to expedite the competition the host may limit the clock time for 
constructing a bridge to 30 minutes. A higher limit may be imposed. A bridge 
that exceeds the limit will be eliminated from all categories of competition. If the 
host opts to impose a time limit, all competitors must be notified at least a month 
before the competition. 
Finish 
Construction ends when the bridge is complete, and all tools and 
builders are in the staging yards, and the builders signify that they are finished. 
Temporary shoring may remain on the banks. Installation of decking is not 
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If any of the following safety regulations are violated the judge will stop 
the clock and explain the violation. Before restarting the clock, builders, tools 
and bridge components will be returned to the positions they occupied before 
the violation. Construction that necessitates violation of safety regulations is not 
permitted. 
1. If temporary shoring is not used, a builder may not stand on the bridge 
nor occupy it in any other way such that the bridge supports the builder's body 
weight. However, a builder may lean on the bridge if both feet remain on the 
river bank. 
2. Temporary shoring may not be placed in the river. 
3. A builder may lift or carry only one member or one cable with fittings at 
a time. 
4. An assembly may not be lifted nor carried by one builder alone. 
5. Two or more builders may lift or carry only one assembly at a time. 
6. Nothing may be thrown. 
7. A builder may not stand, sit or kneel in the river, nor use the river for 
support in any way. 
8. A builder must stay within the limits of the access roads and river 
banks. 
9. A builder may not cross the wingwalls. 
10. The safety support as well as temporary shoring on both banks must 
be in place and properly adjusted before a builder climbs onto the bridge. 
11. A builder may not cross the abutments except to climb onto the 
bridge with temporary shoring and safety support in place. 
12. No member, cable with fittings nor assembly may be carried while 
climbing onto the bridge. 
13. A builder may not cross the river by jumping, by temporary 
scaffolding, by crossing the bridge, nor by any other means. 
14. A member, cable with fittings, assembly, fastener or tool may not be 
laid down except in the staging yards, on the abutments, on the temporary 
shoring and on the bridge. A member, cable with fittings, assembly, fastener or 
tool may not be leaned against an abutment, temporary shoring or safety 
support. 
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15. A constructed portion of the bridge may be slid horizontally, provided 
that it is supported by both abutments, or by temporary shoring on both banks, 
or by one abutment and one unit of temporary shoring. 
16. One side or end of a constructed portion of the bridge may be moved 
a few inches in any direction in order to align a connection. 
ACCIDENTS 
In general, the clock is not stopped when an "accident" occurs. Builders 
involved in accidents may continue to build, and components involved in 
accidents may be recovered and used. Types of accidents and the 
corresponding cost penalties are: 
1. A builder touches the river or the safety support. $50,000 for each 
occurrence. 
2. A member, cable with fittings, assembly, or the bridge touches the 
river, a bank, an access road or the safety support. $20,000 for each 
occurrence. 
3. A tool or fastener touches the river, a bank or an access road. $1000 
for each occurrence. 
DIMENSIONS AND SUPPORT 
The figures titled "Side Elevation" and "Clearance and Deck Support" 
illustrate some of the following specifications. 
1. The bridge must span the abutments, which are fixed in place so that 
the distance between faces is 18 feet. 
2. The bridge must provide bearing area extending at least 6 inches 
behind the face of each abutment so that the bridge will remain supported by 
the abutments in the event that it is displaced 6 inches in the direction of span. 
3. A 2'0" wide by 1'8" high rectangular vehicle passageway must be 
provided along the full length of the bridge. 
4. No part of the bridge may extend more than 2 feet below the top of the 
abutments at any point on the span. . 
5. No part of the bridge may extend more than 7 feet above the top of the 
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6. The surface of the deck must be no more than a.S" above the top of  
the abutments, measured at the abutments.  
7. The absolute value of camber must not exceed 3 inches. 
a. The bridge must provide support for the decking on both of the edges 
that run in the longitudinal direction of the bridge. The support must be 
continuous for the full span of the bridge. 
9. The edges of the decking that run in the longitudinal direction of the  
bridge may be cantilevered over their supports no more than 6 inches.  
10. The continuous supports for the deck must be capable of· 
accommodating decking anywhere on the span, without gaps, overlaps or 
abrupt elevation differences between decking units. However, small elevation 
differences, such as those caused by decking resting on bolt heads, are 
acceptable. 
11. The decking may not be attached nor anchored to the bridge. 
12. The bridge may not be attached nor anchored to the abutments"and 
it may bear only on the top surface of the abutments. " 
13. The bridge may not be anchored, tied nor braced to the ground. 
LOAD TESTS 
CAUTION: A bridge could collapse or sway suddenly during load tests. 
Therefore, minimize the number of people near the bridge while it is being 
tested. During testing the bridge must be supported so that its lowest point is no 
more than a inches above ground or above the top of the safety support. 
The figure titled "Load Tests" illustrates some of the following procedures. 
Load tests are conducted without temporary shoring. Load test 1 is 
conducted without decking; load tests 2 and 3 are conducted with two decking 
units installed to accommodate the load. 
The judge designates two target points on the bridge, both located at 
midspan, one on each side. The target points should be close to the level of the 
deck, and may be on the decking itself. Lateral deflection measurements are 
made to the target point on one side of the bridge, designated by the judge. 
Vertical deflection measurements are made to both target points; vertical 
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Total lateral deflection is the absolute value of the horizontal distance of 
the target point from its position at the beginning of load test 2. Incremental 
vertical deflection is the maximum absolute value of the vertical distances of the 
target points from their positions at the beginning of load test.3.· 
Load tests are conducted in numerical order. 
Load Test 1 - Qualifying. Lateral 
Load test 1 is conducted with lateral restraint installed on the abutments 
to prevent the ends of the bridge from sliding. As close as practical to midspan 
apply a 100 pound force in the lateral direction. To pass load test 1, the lateral 
deflection of the bridge must not exceed 1.0". If the bridge does not pass load 
test 1, do not conduct any other load test. Remove the lateral load; it is not part 
of the remaining load tests. 
Load Test 2 - Qualifying, Vertical 
Uniformly distribute load over an area symmetric about the middle of the 
deck and extending 3 feet in the span direction. Terminate load test 2 when 
lateral deflection reaches 1.0" or vertical deflection reaches 2.0" or 500 poY,.nds 
of load has been placed. A bridge passes load test 2 if 500 pounds of loadlwas 
placed without a deflection limit being exceeded. If the bridge does not pass 
load test 2, do not conduct any other load test. .. 
Load Test 3 - Competition, Vertical 
With the load from test 2 remaining in place, uniformly distribute 
additional load over an area symmetric about the middle of the deck and 
extending 6 feet in the span direction. Terminate load test 3 when total lateral 
deflection reaches 2.0" or incremental vertical deflection reaches 2.0" or 2000 
pounds of additional load has been placed. A bridge passes load test 3 if 2000 
pounds of additional load was placed without a deflection limit being exceeded. 
If the bridge passes load test 3, record the incremental vertical deflection. 
EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY HOST CHAPTER 
, The following equipment will be provided at the contest site by the host. 
Competitors may wish to acquire similar equipment for use in practice and 
testing before the competition. 
Lateral Load Device 
Capable of applying 100 lb force in the horizontal direction. 
Measuring Scales and/or Instruments 
IS 
LQad 
2500 pQunds tQtal. The IQad shQuld be supplied in unifQrm increments Qf 
size and weight that may be handled safely. When in place, the IQad shQuld nQt 
prQvide significant stiffness in the IQngitudinal directiQn Qf the bridge. SectiQns 
Qf steel angle Qf unifQrm size and length are recQmmended fQr load. Sacks Qf 
material, containers Qf liquid, CQncrete blQcks Qr jacking systems CQuid be used. 
Decking 
The decking is steel bar grating identified as W-19-4 (1 x 1/8). The 
dimensiQns Qf a piece Qf grating are 3'6" x 2'11-3/4" x 1". Grating has bending 
strength only in the directiQn Qf the main bars. which are 3'6" IQng. The grating 
will be installed with the main bars perpendicular tQ the length Qf the bridge, 
creating a rQadway that is 3'6" wide. TherefQre, support fQr the grating must be 
prQvided alQng the edges that are parallel tQ the length Qf the bridge. NQ 
support is needed for the edges Qf the grating that are perpendicular to the 
length Qf the bridge. 
When IQading, do nQt exceed 400 psf uniform load nor 500 pQunds 
concentrated load. DQ nQt IQad Qn a cantilevered portion of the grating. 
Abutments 
The tQP surface Qf each abutment shQuld be at least 5 feet long, 3 inches 
wide, level, smQQth, and approximately 3 feet above the ground. Temporary 
lateral restraints are needed during load test 1. 
Safety SuppQrt 
The safety support is intended tQ limit the cQnsequences Qf a bridge 
collapsing during construction Qr load tests, but should not come in contact with 
the bridge unless there is a collapse or excessive deflection. The safety SUPPQrt 
is placed at the middle Qf the span and adjusted so that the top Qf the support is 
no mQre than 8 inches frQm the bottom Qf the bridge. 
The safety support should be placed and adjusted tQ the proper height 
before the start of timed constructiQn. At all times during constructiQn the top of 
the safety support shQuld be within 8 inches of the bottom of the bridge. If the 
safety support must be adjusted when the bridge is partially constructed, the 
clock will be stopped while the safety support is positioned. Builders are 
prohibited frQm being Qn the bridge unless the safety support is in place, as well 
as temporary shoring on both banks. 




The host will recruit judges~ Judges have full authority over conduct of  
the competition and interpretation of ambiguities in the rules. Judge's are  ..... ' 
empowered to halt any activity that they deem to be hazardous. Decisions"  
scoring and rating are the sole responsibility of the judges and will be final.  
TIPS FOR COMPETITORS 
" 
1. Strive for challenging but realistic goals for design and construction. The 
following statistics from the 1994 National Steel Bridge-Building Competition 
suggest the levels of performance that are possible. However, when reviewing, 
these statistics keep in mind that the rules and scoring for 1995 differ from those' 
for 1994. . ' 
, " 
Winning bridge ' Winning bridge, 
in category overall 
" 
Weight (Ib) 84.5 117 
Construction time 
(person-minutes) 10.28 28.60 
Incremental vertical 
deflection (inches) 0.195 0.227 , 
2, Start work on the design early, leaving adequate time to procure materials, 
fabricate the bridge, load test it and practice constructi~>n. ' 
3. Design a bridge that may be fabricated, erected and load tested safely. 
4. Design a bridge that may be fabricated with available materials, tools and 
facilities. 
5. Allow tolerances for the decking to be slightly larger or smaller than 
specified. Provide adequate clearances so that the decking may be installed , 
anywhere on the span. 
, ' 
.> ,", 
6. When fabricatingyoqr bridge, use safe tools, operate them carefully and with 
adequate supervision: ' ' , 
7. When load testing your bridge before the competition keep it as low to the 
ground as possible and place safety supports a few inches below the bridge at 
intervals along the span. This will prevent injury and limit damage to the bridge 
if it collapses, Keep hands and feet out from under the bridge. " ' 
8. Make sure that abutments, safety supports an'd temporary shoring are s,tropg 
enough (with a generous factor of safety) and will not tip during construction ,,' 
practice or if the bridge collapses during load testing. 
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9. Follow all safety regulations and guidelines during construction practice. 
10. Don't stand,-sit or lie on your bridge unless a safety support and temporary  
shoring are in place.  
". "," 
11. To expedite the competition have a preset plan for unloading and staging  
components of your bridge. Before the competition adjust your temporary  
shoring to conform to the height of the host's abutments. Know in advance the  
required elevation of the safety support.  
SCORE SHEET 
Penalties for Accidents  
Builder touches river or safety support ($50,000 each) $. _  
Part touches river, bank, road or safety support ($20,000 each) $. _  
Tool or fastener dropped in river, on bank or road ($1000 each) $. _  
TOTAL PENALTIES $,-------
Construction Time 
______ builders x min = __---'---' person-min 
____________-'--- poundsTotal Weight 
Aesthetics 
Items that may be considered: 
General appearance Balance and proportion 
Finish Elegance of connections 
Construction organization Teamwork 
AESTHETICS SCORE 
Deflection (incremental vertical, test 3) inches 
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~ , . . 
: I ~,.Efficiency '. I •...,'" -. 
Total weight (Ib) __----'",.._.,..,.",.,;.:.':...,':<...'..::-:..--,.,~.''--'_ /100 = _..::-,...,.,...:''.. "~i' . ,~'::.'" .Or 
:'j I'! <~~ ~r<:.}ti:~:
Incremental vert. deflect. (in) / 0.02 = + _ 
~;: .' I : -
'. ,.SNWD (add)
\. " - ..••• ,X) 
:.,:, .... 
.... , ", " 
Cost  
Temporary Shoring: $10.000 if used $
 
,. 
Canst. Time x $5000 = +$ 
Weight x $1000 = +$ 
'·r,
·d·· 
Total Penalties ".:. " +$ 
, ,(\
Rank . " 
Construction Speed _ EfficiencY _ 
.Lightness Economy __--'---'-_ 
Stiffness Aesthetics _ 
Overall Performance (Efficiency + Economy) = '-'--+--'-;-,.,..,..,.-' 
......':.! ... I :;'.,~ ":,,1 
Use aesthetics as tie breaker 
5:., , .. ';" .... 
t, .... 'j " 
. " 
\,. • I .,, I ,t';" ~ :11 
, . 
~ '" ' 
.. 
• .~ I, , '. 
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